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PERIOD KITCHENS
Authenticity in the Details

SAVING A WOOD FENCE
CLASSIC HOUSES

$4.95 US
$5.95 CANADA
“There Are Two Ways Of Spreading Light: To Be The Candle Or The Mirror That Reflects It.”

Edith Newbold Jones Wharton

Reflect your style with authentic reproduction lighting, handcrafted in the same manner and of the same materials as the originals. Over 260 chandeliers, wall brackets, porch lights and lamps including Victorian, Arts & Crafts and Neoclassic styles. Request our FREE 76-page catalogue.

REJUVENATION
LAMP & FIXTURE CO.

1100 S.E. Grand Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97214
Toll-free: 1-888-3-GETLIT (888-343-8548) • Toll-free fax: 1-800-LAMPPAX (526-7329) • www.rejuvenation.com
This is New Daptex.

A one-of-a-kind latex foam

to insulate your home.

Foam around windows and doors.

Foam around outlets and pipes.

Foam home.

Latex means no mess.

Cleans up with soap and water.

Use it again and again.

Foam your home with New Daptex.

DAP®
You'll find us in all the right places.

©1997 DAP INC.

Insulates, seals, and fills cracks, holes and gaps.
YOUR
NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
FOR
CLASSIC HARDWARE

Now you can choose from the world’s finest collection of arts & crafts hardware without leaving your home. Our craftsman line of hardware offers authentic bungalow reproductions, hand crafted with exceptional quality and detail.

The all new 404 page 1996 Crown City Collection catalog features the Arts & Crafts collection along with an unsurpassed selection of restoration and decorative hardware for virtually every style of home.

To obtain your catalog, please send $6.50* to:

Crown City Hardware Co.
1047 N. Allen Ave., Dept E097J
Pasadena, CA 91104-3298

*Refundable with first purchase. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. For rush delivery, 1-2 weeks, include an additional $3.00.
Best Tool. Best Buy. Here’s Why.

Get A Great Deal On A Porter-Cable Quicksand®

We were first. We’re still the best.
That’s not just our opinion. It’s not just the opinion of a leading woodworking magazine. It’s the opinion of thousands of professional woodworkers and cabinet makers everywhere.

However, the incomparable 333 Quicksand is just one tool in our complete line of innovative, high performance, palm-grip random orbit sanders. Our newest offering the 6” Quicksand with Adapta™-pad gives you even more options and more features from the first family in woodworking. And the 332 and 334 Quicksands are still the standards of the industry.

*333 named Best Tool and Best Value by leading woodworking magazine. Write Porter-Cable for details.

Plus there will never be a better time to purchase any Quicksand thanks to great pricing from all Porter-Cable dealers.
To get your hands on the unquestioned leader in random orbit sanding, visit your local Porter-Cable retailer. Or call 1-800-487-8665 (519-838-2840 in Canada) for the dealer nearest you.

PORTER-CABLE
Professional Power Tools Since 1906
http://www.porter-cable.com

Porter-Cable is proud to be a co-underwriter of The New Yankee Workshop on public television.
A.F. Schwerd Manufacturing Co. has been producing wood columns and pilasters for over 135 years. The wood is thoroughly seasoned pine for exterior use; additional lumber species available for interior. Production begins with a minimum 2" shaft wall thickness using solid piece lumber (no finger joints) resulting in a quality, durable column. Columns are available in diameters from 4" to 50" and in the length required for your specific installation up to 35'. To assist in your restoration projects, we can manufacture columns to match your existing design. Capitals, shafts, bases and plinths can be purchased separately.

Our ornamental capitals are made of a hard, durable composition suitable to withstand the elements. Additional styles are available.

Our complete aluminum bases are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for exterior columns for a seamless base that will last a lifetime. The aluminum plinths are ventilated for air circulation through the column shaft. Complete aluminum bases are available in three architecturally-correct styles for even diameter columns from 8" to 30".

Call or write for our free catalog

A.F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
3215 McClure Avenue, Dept. OHJ • Pittsburgh, PA 15212
Telephone: (412) 766-6322 • Fax: (412) 766-2262
The Tastemakers
The 50-year collaboration of Edith Wharton and Ogden Codman.
BY PAULINE C. METCALF

The Kitchen Sink
The easy place to start in pursuit of a history-minded kitchen.
BY JOSH GARSKOF

Classics in America
From 1800–1825: Georgian, Federal and early Greek Revival styles.
BY SHIRLEY MAXWELL AND JAMES C. MASSEY

Gothic Fence Revival
Simple carpentry and epoxy conserve the historic fence at Bowen House.
BY FREDERICK O'CONNOR AND THOMAS GLYNN

Below the Belt Course
The carpentry behind breaks in the siding: water tables and belt courses.
BY GORDON BOCK

On the Cover: In a 1904 house designed by George W. Maher, a Prairie-School associate of Frank Lloyd Wright, the new kitchen incorporates the best period details: quartersawn oak cabinets modeled on those in the original butler's pantry, cement floors and marble counters, custom hardware, and reproduction lighting. The louver near the window is an HVAC register. New Jersey kitchen by Traditional Line, Ltd. (212) 677-3555.

Cover photo by Rob Gray
Twelve to Twenty-Five

Over time, the fall issues of Old-House Journal, including the one you now hold, are among the most ambitious of the year. With extra pages devoted to editorial and with the enthusiasm of a new season, we’ve always jumped on the opportunity to present subjects of wide scope and broad concern to OHJ readers. The focus on kitchens in this Fall issue continues that tradition.

Kitchens are the center of intense homeowner interest, no matter what age the building. For old-house restorers, the concerns are compounded because there are the period character and architectural features to be reckoned with, on top of the needs and wants of a modern family. In this issue we’ve addressed this all-important space with three articles that offer plenty of ideas and solutions.

In the first, a veteran restoration contracting firm shares methods and advice for taking a full kitchen rehabilitation from demolition to finish details. Next, we visit an early Frank Lloyd Wright commission to learn how existing cabinets (added later) were reworked instead of ripped out, becoming more sympathetic with the building. Finally, since historically appropriate materials are always a key component in period kitchens, the buyer’s guide that starts on page 42 is a good place to start if you’re sink shopping.

This issue also marks the beginning of Old-House Journal’s 25th year, and it’s a fitting place to announce that we’re gearing up for a significant birthday. Yes, twelve months to go until this publication celebrates birthday number 25. That’s five times the life expectancy of many magazines, and halfway to the definition of historic.

Folks who are only casually familiar with OHJ are often surprised to learn that we date to 1973—well before the current wave of books, videos, TV shows, and magazines that pay lip service to period building repair and decorating. These thousands of pages document 25 years of growth in the restoration movement, from OHJ’s early days in the urban brownstone revival—when Victorian was still a synonym for ugly—to today’s recognition of 20th-century buildings as a national heritage. We’ll take another look at this progress in future issues. There’s a whole generation of restorers and professionals in our extended family who (literally) grew up on OHJ. We’ll talk to a few and relate their experiences and memories.

I’m proud to say I was on board here for our 15th and 20th anniversaries, too: they seem like only days ago. For OHJ’s 20th birthday in 1993, we tried to read a few tea leaves about where the movement is headed as the millennium approaches. That was back in an unsettled time we now realize was a recession. Come next year, we’ll take another stab at being old-house oracles to see how the near future looks from today’s perspective.

One bit of tomorrowland is already here in the form of the Internet. As of this writing, anyone can now visit Old-House Journal or Old-House Interiors at our website (www.oldhousejournal.com, or oldhouseinteriors.com, or dovetaie.com).

Starting in the January 1998 issue, look for editorial building up to our big birthday. It’ll be informative—as well as enjoyable—reading. Well worth putting down the tools for a while.
EGYPTIAN REVIVAL, REVISITED.
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WHEELS STILL TURNING
HURRAY FOR WILLARD EBERSOLE
[“Wheels of Fortune,” July/Aug. 1997]. Next time a contractor tells me "you can't do that," "they don't make 'em anymore," or "nobody remembers how to do it," I'll think about Ebersole, using a wheel axle on a rusted-out Ford van for a lathe.
—STEVE JORDAN
Rochester, N.Y.

BY GUM
AS THE EDITORS OF A NEWSPAPER headquartered in one of San Diego's rare bungalow neighborhoods, we've grown to appreciate Old-House Journal. Not only do you write in language that is easy to understand, but you routinely tackle questions like "what the heck is gumwood?" [Ask OHJ,” July/Aug. 1997].
—THOMAS AND PHYLLIS SHESS
San Diego, Calif.

FUNNY READING
AS SOON AS EACH ISSUE OF THE OLD-House Journal arrives, I turn to the Remuddling page (my wife saves it for last) to moan, exclaim, or marvel at what people will do. Have you ever considered gathering the best (maybe the worst) and publishing them as a humorous book? You could sell it along with your other publications.
—JACK D. CAMPBELL
Northport, N.Y.

FROM PALLADIO, BY MAIL?
THE AUGUST EDITOR'S PAGE SAYS: "Of course, mail-order house plans were not a new idea by 1900. The Palliser brothers, George Barber, and R.W. Shoppell had taken the concept mass-market by publishing books of plans.”

Over four centuries ago, in 1570, Andrea Palladio published his famous Four Books of Architecture. These included many plans—plans for villas. One of these has had a tremendous influence on world architecture ever since. It shows a large central building, flanked by a small structure on each side. The units are connected by hyphen structures. Just a few examples of that concept: Mount Vernon, the U.S. Capitol, Independence Hall, Hampton Mansion outside Baltimore, and countless other country seats and monumental buildings.

Palladio's Four Books have been translated into almost every important language and continue to be published today. The first English edition was printed in 1750.
—HENRY J. MAGAZINER, F.A.I.A.
Philadelphia, Penn.
[continued on page 12]

ALADDIN PLAN

The brown-shingled bungalow on page 30 of "Heavenly Kissers" [July/Aug. 1997] is nearly identical to our house, which was built in 1934. Where can we obtain information on the floor plans? Your magazine is our restoration bible, and both of us read every issue thoroughly.
—JOHN AND AMANDA NALESNIK
High Bridge, N.J.

"The Plaza" appears in the 1921 Aladdin Homes catalog. A variant of the stone-piered version shown above eliminated the fireplace and replaced the trellis with an open porch. Aladdin, based in Bay City, Michigan, sold thousands of pre-cut kit houses until the early 1960s—Ed.
Preserve the beauty of vintage homes with

The 3-volume

**RENOVATION & RESTORATION SET**
yours for only $2.95

as your introduction to the Architects & Designers Book Service

You simply agree to buy three more books—at significant savings—within the next twelve months.

Dictionary of Building Preservation
*Edited by Ward Buckner*

The ultimate A-to-Z reference! With more than 10,000 entries, this substantive volume covers parts and materials, construction methods, architectural styles, and restoration treatments. Features over 400 illustrations.

Hardcover. Publisher's Price: $39.95

**Romance of the Mission: Decorating in the Mission Style**
*By Elmo Baca*

A rich look at the long tradition and contemporary practice of this popular style. Examines the basics of sturdy, quality housing; refined design; comfortable, durable home furnishings; and much more.

Hardcover. Publisher's Price: $37.95

**Renovating and Restyling Vintage Homes: The Professional's Guide to Maximum Value Remodeling**
*By Lawrence Duroin*

From Victorian to Craftsman, this practical handbook shows you how handle every step of a restoration project efficiently and economically. Includes tips on making inspections, adding living space, and creating historically correct landscapes. Features 200 photos and drawings.

Softcover. Publisher's Price: $33.50

The ARCHITECTS & DESIGNERS BOOK SERVICE will keep you on top of all the latest issues and trends in architecture. Our exciting selection of books covers residential and contract design, historic preservation, landscape architecture, graphic techniques, and interior design. All books are available to you at significant savings, with prices starting as low as $15.95.

Find out the restoration and preservation techniques used by the experts. Valued at $111.40, the RENOVATION & RESTORATION SET offers quick tips, handy checklists, hundreds of illustrations, and more—for only $2.95.
MAILBOX

The wood-shingle-roofed Physick House in Cape May, N.J.

WOOPS! IT’S WOOD
I enjoyed Jeffrey Levine’s article, “Slate from the Source” [May/Aug. 1997]. I would like to suggest to the editors that binoculars are handy for examining the upper reaches of historic buildings. The Emlen Physick House pictured on page 37 has a wood shingle roof, not one with red slate shingles.
—Diane L. Cripps, Curator
Emlen Physick House
Cape May, N.J.

For choosing illustrations from submitted slides, ocular loupes work even better. This one got past us. —Ed.

EYES ON IVY
ONE OF MY MANY HOBBIES IS PHOTOGRAPHING HISTORIC BUILDINGS. AFTER READING “THE ART OF IRONWORK” [MAY/JUNE 1997], I'M SENDING THIS SHOT OF A NEW JERSEY HOUSE [AT RIGHT] WITH A DECORATIVE IRON VERANDAH.
—Donald B. Caselli
Egg Harbor City, N.J.

HIDDEN BLUEPRINTS
“DREAM COME TRUE” [MARCH/APRIL 1997] WAS ESPECIALLY INTERESTING TO US, since we were fortunate enough to find the blueprints for our ca. 1917 home tucked into the built-in buffet in the dining room. The plans were drawn by Minneapolis architect John Ecklund and include many interior details still in our home.
—Mary Newborg
Cannon Falls, Minn.

Lacy ironwork in a twining-ivy pattern complements a porch.

Sometimes it’s hard to put a label on what helps you feel protected over time.

Long-lasting wood protection has been the singular focus of Cabot Stains since Samuel Cabot invented the very first shingle stain in 1877. Today, Cabot’s comprehensive line of interior and exterior wood care products helps homeowners protect their investments with complete confidence.
Upcoming workshops of special interest to Old-House Journal readers.

TRADES WORKSHOP
NEARLY 40 WORKSHOPS IN PRESERVATION TECHNIQUES will be demonstrated at the first International Preservation Trades Workshop, to be held November 5-7 in Frederick, Maryland. The event is co-sponsored by the National Park Service, the Association for Preservation Technology, and 15 national preservation organizations.

Demonstrations will be held at the NPS Historic Preservation Training Center, and within Frederick’s historic district and the Frederick Fairgrounds. Topics covered include brick and masonry conservation, timber framing, dry-laid stone construction methods, historic hand tools, concrete repairs, log repairs and preservation, rigging and scaffolding safety, epoxy repairs, copper flashing skills, slate roofing methods, shake and shingle repairs, lead paint removal techniques, fabricating historic millwork, lime mortar preparation, window and door repair, etc.

The cost of the 2½-day event is $250. (Day rates available, some scholarships). Contact Laurie Hemp- ton, Event Coordinator, National Park Service, Historic Preservation Training Center, 4803-A Urbana Pike, Frederick, MD 21704, (301) 663-8206, or send e-mail to: laurie_hemperton@nps.gov

WEEKEND OF WHARTON
TYING INTO OUR FEATURE ON PAGE 20 in this issue, a day-long symposium, “The Influence of Ogden Codman and Edith Wharton,” is set for Saturday, November 1 at the Museum of Our National Heritage in Lexington, Mass. Scholars at the event will explore the architectural and design ideas of these high-society tastemakers as expressed in The Decoration of Houses, first published in 1897. Registration is $65 and includes lunch.

The following day (November 2) SPNEA sponsors a field trip to Newport, R.I., led by Pauline C. Metcalf, author of Ogden Codman and the Decoration of Houses, and Daniel Snyder, director of the Newport Historical Society. The trip, which will include stops at The Breakers, Chateau-sur-Mer, and privately owned Codman commissions, costs $70. Call SPNEA to register: (617) 227-3957, ext. 271.
FAUX MORTAR

I recently encountered an unusual mortaring technique on a ca. 1870 brick house. The bricks were set with a high-lime mortar, then coated with a thin layer of red parging that contained sand. A second “mortar” layer—really a decorative finish—was applied on top of the brick. What is this, and how can I replace it?

— Steve Pankau
Champaign, Ill.

YOU'RE ASKING FOR A RECIPE FOR tuck pointing, a late-19th-century technique for creating uniform, refined-looking masonry with unevenly colored “common” brick.

Above: In the damaged area near the top, the tuck pointing has failed, revealing structural mortar joints underneath. Inset: A thin raised joint on a coat of red stopping.

True tuck pointing (not to be confused with repointing, a maintenance method) originated in England and was uncommon at best in the United States.

The three-step process involves 1) filling in mortar joints with red “stopping,” 2) applying a matching stain to the surrounding brick, and 3) finishing the work with a narrow raised mortar joint on top of the stopped joints.

The stopping mixture used on your house probably was composed of one part fine lime putty to three parts fine white sand, colored with equal amounts of “Venetian red” and “Spanish brown” earth pigments. A matching stain to color the surrounding brick would have been made using the same pigments, combined with red aniline dye. One old recipe advocates adding ½ gallon of stale beer to the mixture! The mortar for the white, raised joint might be lime and sand, or lime and marble dust.

The art of tuck pointing lay in the application of these materials to the wall—a skilled technique all but lost today.

[continued on page 16]
TO THOSE OTHER PALM GRIPS CLAIMING TO HAVE A LOT OF POWER, WE HAVE A REPLY: EAT DUST.

Dual-range Swift-Sand system lets you shift between fine finishing and high speed stock removal at a button's touch.

Harness the fury of the most powerful random orbit palm grip in the industry.

Integral dampening system regulates pad speed and helps prevent accidental workpiece damage.

This one tool lets you sand dowels flush quickly and finish cross grain and large panels flawlessly.

Introducing The Bosch 1295 series of random orbit palm grip sanders. Three different models all packed with plenty of extra muscle. You could say the playing field for other palm grips just became very uneven.
Before about 1880, when manufacturers developed the technology to weave mesh out of strands of wire, most screens were handmade.

Bronze screens were composed of 90% copper, alloyed with hardeners that contained no steel or iron. For that reason, these strong, durable screens were rust-proof. Bronze screening is still available, but it typically costs seven times as much as conventional fiberglass screening. Modern screens are coated with a darkening agent that cuts down on glare. Because bronze screens are bright as a new penny they aren’t easy to see through, but they will eventually darken in a year or two.

If you can’t find bronze screening at a good hardware store, it is available in rolls from Walsh Screen & Window Inc., 555 E. Third St., Mount Vernon, NY 10553, (914) 668-7811, and Midwest Architectural Wood Products Inc., 300 Trails Road, Eldridge, IA 52748, (319) 285-8000.
Wood Restoration System

The New Standards To Restore & Replace Wood

Specified by the U.S. Government, national restoration centers, museums, architects, contractors and other professionals, Abatron's restoration materials handle virtually any wood repair problem. Results are guaranteed by years of incredible performance and our service.

LiquidWood®

Deep penetrating wood consolidant. High-strength and strong adhesion, clear, transparent, low viscosity. Regenerates and waterproofs wood by hardening after penetrating. Can be brushed or poured on. Ideal for rotted windowsills and frames, columns, doors, furniture, sculptures structural and decorative components of any size in/outdoors.

WoodEpox®

The most versatile, STRUCTURAL & decorative wood substitute & no-shrink adhesive putty used in any thickness to replace, repair, extend or fill wood and other materials in structures, frames, furniture, boats, components, sculptures, in/outdoors. Can be sawed, nailed, planed, stained, painted. Often stronger than the original, unaffected by water, weather and termites. A NEW STANDARD IN WOOD RESTORATION.

Abatron's Wood Restoration Kit contains LiquidWood A (resin) and B (hardener), WoodEpox A and B, and Abosolv solvent. Available in 5 pint, 5 quart, and 5 gallon sizes.

1-800-445-1754 http://www.abatron.com

ABATRON, INC.
5501 95th Ave., Dept. OH, Kenosha, WI 53144 USA

Since 1959, manufacturers of: Structural adhesives and sealants Protective and waterproof coatings - Seamless floors - Grouts for pitted and spalled surfaces Terrazzo systems - Expansion joints - Anchoring grouts for pews, precast and structures Underwater patching compounds - Resins for fiberglass and composites Caulks - Crack injection resins
PLASTER LADDER

I recently demolished some plaster walls in our third storey. After carrying a few five-gallon buckets of plaster down the back stairs, I came up with an easier technique that puts gravity to work and is inexpensive to set up.

First I fastened one end of a stout nylon rope to a beam above a window, the other end to the bumper of my pickup. Then I carefully edged my truck forward to take the slack out of the rope. On this rope I placed a pulley with an eyebolt connection. (It was a mountain climber's tool, but a standard rigging pulley would work just as well.) To this, I tied another, lighter rope that I used to control and retrieve the bucket.

To dump debris, I simply attached each bucketful to the pulley and let it down the rope, hand over hand, wearing gloves. At my truck, a compadre poured the debris into the bed for carting to the landfill, and I pulled the empty bucket back.

—Walter Chandler
Omley, Va.

HOT & COLD

The cold water in our bathroom sink worked fine, but the hot water was only a trickle. We suspected that sediment buildup in the faucet was the culprit. We discovered a simple solution.

First, close the hot-water supply valve under the sink and disconnect the pipe above it. (You'll want to place a bucket under the line and have plenty of towels handy.) Next, open the hot water faucet at the sink. Plug the spout with a towel and firm pressure. Then, turn on the cold water to maximum.

Since the cold water won't be able to exit the spout, it will backflush the hot-water line. This can blow out the obstruction. The trick works for cold-water clogs, too. Ours was a two-handle, mixing faucet; bear in mind, the technique won't work on old, two-faucet systems or modern, single-lever types.

—Patrick J. Sanders
Metairie, La.

CLEANING RADIATORS

A burning question for many OHJ readers is how to clean radiators. When confronting a dirty dozen of them, uncleansed for decades, I discovered an answer. Use a refrigerator brush, a thin core of bristles on a long handle. Designed to clean the condenser coils underneath refrigerators (something I don't recommend doing regularly, by the way), they make great radiator cleaners, too. They're long enough to reach all the way behind cast-iron radiator sections, and their narrow, tapering shape is perfect for swirling dust, cobwebs, and soot out of the spaces inside. The brush's flexible metal core allows it to be bent around corners.

—Susan Todhunter
Framingham, Mass.

GLASS KNOBS

A recent OHJ column last year addressed the problem of glass doorknobs that slip because the crimped metal collar lets go of the glass [May/June 1996]. I have been able to fix such problems with epoxy.

Dab clear epoxy with a long working time (about one hour) between the collar and the glass using a knife or slotted screwdriver. Next, heat the epoxy with a heat gun or hair dryer, allowing the epoxy to flow into the space between the metal and the glass. Wear protective gloves and hold the knob by the spindle. Then stand it in a soda bottle to cool. I have used this technique for many knobs and have not had a failure yet.

—Wayne Mitzer
Baltimore, Md.

SHARE YOUR SOLUTIONS. We'll pay up to $100 for hints we publish. Send shortcuts and problem-solving ideas for other old-house owners to: Notebook Editor, Old-House Journal, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.
CONCRETE
RESTORATION
SYSTEM

Our easy-to-use products save your time, your money . . . your concrete

- PERMANENT
- STRUCTURAL
- CHEMICAL RESISTANT

ABOCRETE bonds broken sections, rebuilds missing parts, repairs deteriorated surfaces.

ABOYIELD bonds, patches and reshapes stairs and vertical surfaces. Will not slump.

ABOCOAT coats, protects, beautifies.

Restores:
Floors • Driveways
Steps • Columns • Walls
Patios • Decks • Garages
Post anchors • Pools
Sculptures • Sidewalks
Docks • Warehouses

ABATRON, INC.
Since 1959
5501 95th Ave.,
Dept. OH,
Kenosha, WI 53144 USA

For more details call:
800/445-1754
414/653-2000
Fax: 414/653-2019
Tastemakers of the Traditional
Edith Wharton, Ogden Codman, and the Decoration of Houses
BY PAULINE C. METCALF

IT'S HARD TO BELIEVE THAT THE DECORATION OF Houses, the timeless manual of good taste, was first published a century ago in 1897. Almost as surprised were the authors, Edith Wharton and Ogden Codman, when it became the "bible" for traditional fashion in interiors, and influential on both sides of the Atlantic.

At the time it was written, Edith Wharton, the future Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Age of Innocence and Ethan Frome, had yet to publish a work of any length. Ogden Codman was considered more of a social gadabout than a professional architect and decorator. Yet theirs was a dynamic relationship of almost 50 years, from personal friends (pen pals and confidants), to client and architect, decorators and co-authors and, in later years, respectful colleagues.

Privately, Ogden referred to Edith as "Puss," but addressed her as "Mrs. Wharton." She called him "Coddy," and sometimes they jokingly referred to themselves as "PussCod." What drew them together was their mutual belief that "interior decoration should be simple and architectural."

Privileged Pundits
THERE WERE MANY PARALLELS IN THEIR LIVES AND INTERCONNECTIONS in their social world. Born just a year apart—Edith in January 1862, Ogden in January 1863—they came from similar, genteel backgrounds. Edith grew up bounded by the traditions of her old New York ancestry; Ogden was raised amidst the bounty of New England merchants and diplomats at the Codman family estate in Lincoln, Massachusetts.

They also shared the "happy misfortune" of having to spend their formative years living abroad during times of family financial restraint. This experience gave them both what Edith called "a background of beauty and old, established order." The knowledge and understanding of European art and culture they gained undoubtedly contributed to the self-confidence they would need to write an authoritative book.

Ogden Codman entered Edith Wharton's life around 1890. They met in Newport, Rhode Island, a resort where he carried out many of his important early commissions.

The timing was most fortunate for the "clever young Boston architect," as Edith sized him up in A Backward Glance, her autobiography. She hired Ogden to "give a certain dignity" to "an ugly wooden cottage" the Whartons owned—a Stick-style house called Land's End built in the 1860s.

The remodeling of Land's End was a trial run of sorts for the young tastemakers, who were eager to show off their knowledge of 18th-century classical tastes and styles. While the exterior went through some minor changes—a pediment, columns, and a coat of white paint were added—they transformed the interiors by employing imported French Louis XVI-style furnishings and fabrics. The most memorable feature was the red-and-white Toile de Jouy fabric in Edith's boudoir. Its introduction by Codman and Wharton revived the use of this simple, French cotton in America. Codman later used a similar pattern at his family's house, The Grange.

As a result of the success of this early essay in classical taste, Edith's protegé was soon hired to decorate the second and third floors of The Breakers, the grandest of Richard Morris Hunt's Newport "cottages." Codman achieved a look of elegant simplicity in the bedrooms by painting white the Louis XV-style furniture. Including a lit de repos (daybed) was de rigueur for this style of dec-
Clockwise from left: French bedroom furniture painted white at The Breakers.
• The Mount and its equally classical gardens, ca. 1904. • Ogden Codman's
drawing for La Leopolda. (Note the double staircase.) • The library at The
Mount. • Newly restored Toiles define Edith Wharton's boudoir at The Mount.
Our Heart Is In Your Hands

Once you call for a Sample Kit or a free brochure, you'll fall in love with our rich and radiant Antique Heart Pine. Do Joinery craftsmen make the most beautiful flooring in the world? The decision is in your hands.

THE JOINERY CO.
800-726-PINE or 919-823-3306
P.O. Box 518 • Turbora, NC 27886

Ask about Antique Heart Pine
(shown here in Select Plainsawn)

Francophiles to the end: Edith shortly before her death in 1937, and Ogden (who lived until 1950) on holiday in France at the age of 19.

NATURALLY, SHE TURNED TO OGDEN AS ARCHITECT. HAD THERE NOT BEEN A FALLING OUT OVER FEES, HIS INVOLVEMENT MIGHT HAVE BEEN MORE EXTENSIVE. HE DID, HOWEVER, MAKE SOME ROUGH SKETCHES, PROBABLY GIVING THE HOUSE ITS STYLIC REFERENCE TO BELTON, A LATE-18TH-CENTURY ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE HOUSE THAT EDITH HAD VISITED.

OUR HEART IS IN YOUR HANDS

Separate Rooms

IN 1899 EDITH VISITED LENOX, Massachusetts and, like many of the carriage trade, became entranced with the beauty of the gentle Berkshire mountains. Shortly thereafter, she began construction of The Mount, the house that would provide her with a complete opportunity to display her ideas about architecture, gardens, and interior decoration. Naturally, she turned to Ogden as architect. Had there not been a falling out over fees, his involvement might have been more extensive. He did, however, make some rough sketches, probably giving the house its stylistic reference to Belton, a late-17th-century English country house that Edith had visited.

Later, Ogden was rehired to do the interiors. Not surprisingly, several schemes from Land's End reappear—most notably the boudoir and its Toiles. What is evident at The Mount are the principles of design as outlined in The Decoration of Houses. Symmetry is everywhere.

As the years passed, the inevitable clash of two strong personalities, as well as diverse careers, led them down different paths. Edith's demanding and crit-
ical advice—usually financial—did not rest well with the finicky, decidedly spendthrift, architect. For Edith, the 1910s held a prodigious outpouring of writing of all sorts. Ogden had commissions to create a number of beautiful houses in the Northeast.

La Vie en France

Although they never collaborated again on a specific project, Wharton and Codman were united in their sympathy with a culture that respected elegance and order. When the elite society they knew ended after World War I, both were drawn to France. There, the authors resumed their friendship, sharing ideas about the perfection of their houses and gardens. Edith’s final illness took hold in 1937, during discussions about a new edition of The Decoration of Houses.

Though both Edith Wharton and Ogden Codman restored 18th-century houses in their adopted country, Ogden could not resist the opportunity to recapture the 18th century on his own terms. In 1929 he built his masterpiece, La Leopolda. As Edith had done 30 years before at The Mount, Codman created his own laboratory for the ideas and aesthetics expressed in The Decoration of Houses. Both houses are situated on a hillside, and both feature balustraded terraces with a double staircase descending to garden rooms. Indoors, both houses have plans that follow the French Tradition. In their lives as in their art, houses and their decoration played a dominant part for these tastemakers of the classical style.

Pauline Metcalf is the editor of Ogden Codman and The Decoration of Houses and a director of Edith Wharton Restoration, at The Mount.
A phalanx of Boston ivy frames a Greek Revival doorway.
Vines for Town and Country

BY JO ANN GARDNER

Whether shading a rural porch or clinging to urban brickwork, vines have lived in harmony with old houses for centuries. Two hardy native vines are the hop and Virginia creeper. Both have been grown in North America since the 17th century. As vigorous as they are, vines require a supplementary structure—a trellis, fence, or the house itself—in order to grow upright. Some historic supports, as well as careful placement, will keep them on the climb.

A Pioneering Vine

Traditionally a country vine, the hop (Humulus lupulus) has an affinity for informal cottage gardens. Nothing so quickly or generously clothes a rough wooden arbor: the hop's rough stems can grow as much as 6" to 12" in a single day, reaching up to 20'. Its dark green leaves are almost heart-shaped, similar to small grape leaves. In late summer, the vine's loose flower clusters turn a bronzy amber. Orange fruits deep within the papery petals of the flowers give off the bitter yet pleasant aroma hops are known for.

As early as 1648, imported hops were in commercial production as a flavoring and preservative for beer. Settlers must have been relieved to discover the species growing wild, since the hop vine was indispensable for making barm, a yeasty residue of fermentation used to leaven bread. The flowers of this natural sedative were often stuffed into little "sleep pillows"; George Washington reputedly used one. So important was the hop vine in colonial life that when a family moved, the treasured vine moved with them. Even after its use as a household staple fell into decline, the adaptable vine's dense foliage was prized for shading verandahs from Maine to California.

To establish a screen or cover an arbor, plant roots 18" apart in loose, rich soil, in a sunny site. The hop's lax stems need support, anything around which the vines can wrap themselves. Some old-timers grow this twining vine on a tall pole close to the side of the house, just as their parents and grandparents did. Hop vines also make an effective ground cover.

To maintain vigorous growth and discourage over-wintering insects, cut the vine back and clear away debris in late fall, after several hard frosts. In early summer, spray the undersides of leaves with an insecticide once a week for three weeks. Alternatively, treat repeatedly with a detergent spray (1 teaspoon detergent and a few drops of cooking oil to 1 quart of water) until insects disappear. To keep the hop vine from spreading on the ground, mow around it and place the vine where it cannot overrun other plantings.

High Climbers

The tendrils of the Virginia creeper (Parthenocissus quinquefolia) are best suited to the sides of masonry buildings, city or country. Climbing as high as 60', Virginia creeper is similar in habit to the grapevine or clematis. In early fall, the long, coarsely toothed leaves change from green to brilliant scarlet, creating a flaming backdrop for clusters of blue-black berries. This bright accent lasts into late fall, when most other plants have faded. Like the hop, Virginia creeper makes an excellent ground cover when not supported.

Two close relatives, Engelmann's ivy (P. quinquefolia 'Engelmannii') and Boston ivy (P. tricuspidata), are full-fledged town vines, favored for their ability to cling to stone or brick. Engelmann's ivy, an elegant variant first introduced in the late 19th century, bears smaller foliage than its wild cousin and is leathery in texture. The plant's tighter, less relaxed habit of growth gives it a more refined appearance. Less vigorous than Virginia creeper, Engelmann's ivy shows its versatility as a ground cover, a screen, and as a climber over stone walls or trellises.
The densely overlapping leaves of Boston ivy make it a city vine *par excellence*. Unaffected by dirt and pollution, it grows best on stonework and bricks, clinging tightly by means of small adhesive suckers. Introduced from Japan in 1862, Boston ivy’s glory is its fall appearance, cloaked in a harmonious mixture of crimson and gold. Its purple-blue fruits are especially attractive to birds.

All of these climbing vines tolerate dry or wet conditions, sun or partial shade. For best results, set roots in moist but well-drained loamy soil, 3’ apart. Prune woody stems in early spring to restrain or redirect growth, or to induce side branching. Propagate new vines from spring cuttings or from self-rooted stems.

JO ANN GARDNER is the author of *The Heirloom Garden* (Garden Way, 1992). She tends vines in rural Orangedale, Nova Scotia.

**VINES ON BUILDINGS**

While vines can complement the old-house landscape, plantings should be carefully considered and controlled. Twining vines, like the hop, and vines with tendrils, like Virginia creeper, should be encouraged to grow on lattices anchored to the house, or on free-standing trellises or fences.

Climbing vines that attach themselves using adhesive suckers or root-like anchors should never be used on painted wood, clapboards, or shingles. Even if the vine is pulled away, these anchors will remain, weakening the integrity of the wood surface.

Most clinging vines are less of a threat to masonry buildings. Relatively harmless to sound brick or stone, the adhesive suckers on vines such as Boston ivy rarely attach permanently to mortar joints because of the vine’s subtle movements. Vines that gain hold through root-like anchors, such as English ivy, should be kept off brick because they may penetrate and eventually split the mortar.

Stone walls with relatively few mortar joints make the most durable surface for climbing vines. Assuming the foundation is sound, a stone wall will support a thriving vine forever.

To remove a vine such as ivy safely from a wall, first cut the plant at the roots and allow it to dry for two or three weeks. Pull the dried vine carefully off in sections. Never pull live vines away from the wall, since this may damage the brick or mortar.

**SUPPLIERS**

KURT BLUEMEL INC.
2740 Greene Ln.
Baldwin, MD 21013
(410) 557-7229

MELLINGERS INC.
2310 West S. Range Rd.
N. Lima, OH 44452
(330) 549-9861

FORESTFARM
990 Tetherow Rd.
Williams, OR 97544
(541) 846-6963

Beautiful “Heritage Lighting”
*four color* catalog...$2.00
Over 130 beautiful reproduction lights
Enlarged Photographs—any light—$1.00

AMERICAN HOME SUPPLY
191 Lost Lake Lane
Campbell, CA. 95008
Phone: 408-246-1962

The fruit of the hop exudes a beery aroma.

Clinging vines can coexist for years with brick and mortar.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY KEN DRUSE
Ornamental Ironwork
by Susan and Michael Southworth
This visual survey (fences, balconies, balustrades, window grilles) is both a historical record and a pattern book for new design. Ironwork in architecture, techniques for wrought and cast iron, stylistic influences, identification, regional styles, and practicality (sun and snow, neighborhood context, repairs and finishes). With drawings and b/w photos, it's a one-of-a-kind reference.

Softbound, 8½"x9". 205 pages. #G113. $29.95

Period Kitchens
A Practical Guide to Period-Style Decorating
by Judith Miller
This is basically a photographic exploration of the unfitted kitchen. The author includes kitchens in the city and country, ones that successfully mix old and new, and others that combine antiques as built-ins. Work surfaces, storage items, working layouts, paint finishes, and special effects—all the components of a successful, period-inspired kitchen have been covered.

Hardbound, 262 pp. #R112. $34.95

House Styles in America
by James C. Mancy & Shirley Maxwell
Finally, a pictorial introduction to house styles that combines color photography, real-world examples, and an easy writing style. Commissioned by OHJ from our long-time contributors, this book covers a century of European and American domestic architecture, from early houses through the colonial period, Federal and Greek Revival, Victorian styles, and manor styles. As always, Jim and Shirley have dealt seriously with vernacular structures and explained the difference between a cornice and a corbel. They also examine early-20th century houses.

Hardbound, 7"x10". 127 pages. #D103. $24.95

Building Traditional Kitchen Cabinets
by Jim Tolpin
Kitchen remodeling is one of the most expensive projects in renovation—and one of the most common. If you already have a shop set up for all your other work, building your own cabinets can save a lot of money. This is the most readable, hands-on guide we found. The design section even includes hints for making your kitchen sympathetic to its colonial, Shaker, Victorian, Arts & Crafts, or country origins. A full-color gallery of traditional kitchen designs follows. Practical, step-by-step information makes up the bulk of the book. Basic construction methods, materials, face frames, door and drawer construction, casework, finishes, and installation all get their own chapters, as does building and installing laminate counters. The book is written by woodworkers for woodworkers, lots of first-hand hints and close-up details make it a valuable resource.

Softbound, 8½"x12", 180 pages. #D106. $27.50

Porch Piercwork
Decorative brackets and skirt boards are often missing from period porches, so we have put together a sampling of over a dozen historic patterns for reproducing your own. Besides a variety of 90-degree and angle brackets dating from 1850 to 1900, this package includes authentic alternatives to the usual lattice apron. Each full-size pattern is ready for mounting to cardboard to make templates. Items can then be cut from wood stock with a saber or band saw.

#DT-01-AD. $17.50 (6-page set)

Country Kitchens
by Jacinta Iines
This large, full-color book explores country kitchen traditions around the world. American, English, French, Spanish, and Italian kitchens are represented and their typical attributes described. The book opens with a 40-page discussion of kitchen types and styles: mix or match approaches; painted kitchens, wood and country kitchens; cottage, farmhouse, and more styles. One section looks at defining details (surfaces, tiles, and ranges, tables) and another at traditional kitchen tools. A bonus is the chapter that gives you a very handy, old-fashioned, international country recipes. The heart of the book is its beautiful color photographs, but the text is a good primer on how to adapt the ideas you see.

Softbound, 9½"x12", 220 pages. #M103. $19.95

The Old-House Bookshop
(800) 931-2931 MON-FRI 9AM-5PM EST
OR FAX ORDER TO 508-283-4629 (MC/VIISA ONLY)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>ITEM NO.</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PRICE EA.</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G113</td>
<td>Ornamental Ironwork</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D103</td>
<td>Period Kitchens</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R112</td>
<td>House Styles in America</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M103</td>
<td>Building Traditional Kitchen Cabinets</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D106</td>
<td>Country Kitchens</td>
<td>$27.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DT-01-AD</td>
<td>Porch Piercwork</td>
<td>$17.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Merchandise Total: \$282.06
Merchandise Total: \$282.06
SUB-TOTAL: \$282.06

MAIL TO: Old-House Bookshop
2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930

FAX ORDER TO: 508-283-4629

QUESTIONS? CALL (508) 281-8803 FOR HELP. PRICES GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 1, 1997
Factory Overstocks. Save up to 50%. While they last.

Pushplate Blow-Out
All solid brass. Lacquer coated for protection.

San Francisco Pushplate
NW-4816-P
3 1/16" x 18"
Was... $39.99 ea.
Now... $19.99 ea.

Oops! Our Mistake.
These hooks were accidentally shipped unlacquered. They will tarnish naturally.

A-4. Classic Hook
Our most popular. 4 1/2" h.
Were... $8.50 ea.
Now... $4.15 ea.

A-6. Pierced Hook
A little bit fancy. 4 3/4" h.
Were... $11.00 ea.
Now... $5.50 ea.

Save 20% on Brass Cabinet Hardware
All solid brass. Lacquer coated for protection.

Half-moon Bin Pulls
NW-170A, 3 1/2" X 1 1/2"
Brass Now... $3.99 ea.
Chrome Now... $5.39 ea.

Flush Catches
NW-308, 2" X 2"
Brass... $6.39 ea.
Chrome... $7.19 ea.

Rope Knobs
NW-311B, 1 1/4" dia.
Brass... $5.19 ea.
Chrome... $2.79 ea.

Nouveau Knobs & Plate
NW-170P Plate
Now... $9.99 ea.
NW-170K, Knobs Now... $9.99 pr.
Including spindle.

Save 20% on Brass Cabinet Hardware
All solid brass. Lacquer coated for protection.

Flush Catches
NW-308, 2" X 2"
Brass... $6.39 ea.
Chrome... $7.19 ea.

Rope Knobs
NW-311B, 1 1/4" dia.
Brass... $5.19 ea.
Chrome... $2.79 ea.

1-800-522-7336
Prices good thru 9/30/97 or while supplies last.

Nostalgic Warehouse
BUILT TO LAST UNTIL THEY REALLY ARE OLD.

Architectural Antiques
Hidden Art Discovered

Vintage lighting, stained & prairie glass windows, doors, mantles, hardware, columns, iron work, terra cotta, garden furnishings, marble, granite, plumbing ecclesiastical artifacts and other unique antique architectural elements.

Visit one of our stores where the past is art.

Minneapolis
801 Washington Avenue North / Minneapolis, MN 55401 / 612-332-8344 or fax 612-332-9967

Denver
2669 Lamar Street / Denver, CO 80205 / 303-297-9722 or fax 303-297-9290

Stillwater
316 North Main Street / Stillwater, MN 55082 / 612-439-2133
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The Master Touch
Artistic --- Authentic --- Affordable

For more than a century, designers and architects have enriched their projects with accent elements created by THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION.

Today we offer replicas of some fifteen thousand original designs, produced in varied materials readily installed by professionals or do-it-yourselfers. Whether you are involved with period restoration, remodeling or a new-building project we can help you add the distinctive Master Touch.

For further information call (773) 847-6300 or Fax: (773) 847-6357.

Or send $30.00 for our five book set of copiously illustrated catalogs, useful resources which will help you create new dimensions of beauty.

THE DECORATORS SUPPLY CORPORATION
Providing Architects and Decorators Fine Detailed Replicas of Exquisite Hand Carvings for Over a Century
3610 SOUTH MORGAN — CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609 — PHONE (773) 847-6300 — FAX (773) 847-6357
Prior to demolition (inset), this kitchen had frameless cabinets and drop ceilings—all the hallmarks of 1970s remodeling. The new quartersawn oak cabinets copy existing details found in the original 1904 pantry, down to the faceframe construction, glazed doors, and recast hardware.
Crafting Historically Sensitive Kitchens
Professional Insights on New Kitchen Work in Historic Buildings
BY ANTHONY LEFEBER

The modern kitchen is the product of an impressive design evolution. Instead of preparing meals with a black iron kettle over an open fire, a six-burner Viking range now stands ready to cook at the turn of a valve. The kitchen space itself, once a service room occupied only by hired staff (or designated family cooks and preparers), is now the primary room in the house for most homeowners and their families. With this transformation, the kitchen has become a focal point of the home and the singular most important and costly room in many renovations. We will look at ways to get the most out of your new old-house kitchen, from both a homeowner’s and contractor’s perspective. I will also point out specific areas where I find not enough attention is given in the early, planning stages, and offer tips to make the entire process of creating a kitchen compatible with a historic building more enjoyable.
Develop a Design and Budget

Most old-house owners have already begun a written “wish list” of their kitchen priorities. They’ve listed the practical and aesthetic features that appeal to them in catalogs or in other kitchens, and they’ve identified what didn’t work in their current kitchen. I recommend meetings in the proposed space with the owners, the architect or designer, and the builder to get everyone’s input on these ideas.

The goals are to establish a floor plan, basic cabinet elevations (drawings of the vertical face design), and locations for fixtures and appliances. You should also formalize an idea of the types of materials (wood, tile, stone, metal, synthetics) to be used, as well as the fixtures and appliances. Cardboard mock-ups of counter heights and samples of tiles, trimwork, and finishes can help put a concept or sketch into three dimensions.

If the kitchen space is already defined—the situation in most old houses—then many of the planning issues will be moot. While it is always physically possible to move walls, such changes may be complicated (if the walls are load-bearing) or prohibited (by a co-op board in an apartment building, for example). You may also have to work with the existing service lines. With existing walls, don’t assume that electrical, plumbing, gas, and heating connections are anything but live.

Establish a budget early on—nothing does more to expedite the planning and bidding process. A solid budget avoids wasting design time on, say, a $100,000 kitchen when you have only $50,000 to spend. (In addition, it doesn’t become the contractor’s burden to save money, which invariably happens when budgets are exceeded.) Bear your budget in mind when selecting finishes. Specialized materials or custom designs will have substantial cost implications. Are you willing to pay for marble counters or will stone-pattern Formica do? Custom-cast hard-
ware is not unaffordable, but off-the-shelf designs may be just as good. With appliances, there may be no need to specify an $8,000 Traulsen refrigerator when a $1,500 Amana will satisfy every need. Be realistic about budgets. Whatever the figures, build in an allowance—20% is typical, maybe more on small projects—to cover the changes, upgrades, and unforeseen conditions.

It's In the Details

When our company works on a period-style kitchen, we custom-build the cabinets, often reproducing details and profiles from existing architectural elements. For example, in two of the kitchens shown here the client wanted to match the original cabinet style and room layout. For these reproduction kitchens we used wood species identical to existing cabinetwork in the butler’s pantry (see page 52) or sister kitchens in another building, and copied all the moulding profiles. Look for any characteristic materials, designs, or dimensions when copying kitchen cabinet details, including:

- materials (wood species, cut, etc.)
- construction methods (face-frame cabinets, mortise-and-tenon doors, dovetails)
- panel profiles (for doors and drawers)
- muntin profiles (for glazed doors)
- hardware
- finish (stain and varnish, paint, etc.)

When choosing samples of millwork, look for a piece of moulding or cornice that is free from wear and paint buildup. If there is paint, strip it carefully before tracing the profile or sending the sample to an architectural millworks.

There are many modern cabinet materials available that, if used carefully and selectively in conjunction with solid wood, can look the same as traditional frame-and-panel construction. Their advantage is they can reduce the cost of replicating historic details. Even better, they will improve the seasonal stability of parts like doors and panels that tend to warp or split. Plywood and other sheet products coated one side with melamine (a synthetic resin) are ideal for kitchen cabinet interiors because they create surfaces that are durable and washable. For example, we used oak- and ash-faced plywoods for the backs and sides of the reproduction kitchen cabinets. When built into frames of solid wood, there is no clue these are not solid boards. In a third kitchen, the client asked for traditional-style cabinets in a completely new space (see page 37). Since there was no original kitchen to copy, we worked with medium density fiberboard—commonly called “MDF.” There is no end-grain in MDF to deal with in panel edges, and the material takes paint better than wood.

Fear of Hardware

Don’t be afraid to cast copies of original hardware either—it’s another source of details. In the reproduction kitchens, we had all of the drawer pulls custom-cast to match the original designs. While order-

Decades of moisture had badly stained this original ice-cooled refrigerator (above). Six coats of spar varnish, plus carefully bleaching the white oak woodwork and re-nickeling all hardware, revived the larder to 1904 conditions (top). When used for framed flat panels, oak-finished plywood was undetectable (at left); obvious, traditional details, such as support brackets, demand solid wood. The new marble was fitted around original wall tile.
Custom hardware requires extra lead time and set-up costs (for making molds), casting small items in non-ferrous metals can be surprisingly affordable. It's worth checking with a foundry even if your budget is tight.

We had other hardware, such as hinges, door catches, and interior latches, nickel-plated to match the original finish. Note that nickel plating holds up much better in a modern lifestyle than solid or plated brass, which must be lacquered or continuously polished to keep its shine. Since nickel is very hard and durable, it makes a good practical choice for kitchens and baths. Nickel's yellow sheen is also much more historically accurate than the silver-blue of chrome—the latter not available until the 1920s (see "A Date with the Plater," May/June 1997).

To Add Modern Appliances
COMBINING THE FUNCTIONAL NATURE OF modern fixtures and appliances with historic architectural elements always raises aesthetic issues. I have found that the most successful approach is to deal with appliances honestly—not try to hide them behind wood panels or within cabinets. You can, however, often find ways to use historic materials and products—ventilation registers made from wood instead of aluminum—to mitigate the impact.

Modern lifestyles and contemporary building regulations impose further restrictions on the blending of old and new. Air conditioning and stove venting are probably the most difficult hardware to work into a period interior. The ways to conceal ducts are limited: hide them in cabinets, box them into soffits, or lose them behind a false ceiling. Any solution will involve a sacrifice of space. With lighting, fortunately, there's usually an easier compromise, such as period reproduction fixtures or indirect lighting that hides the light source.

Finessing the Finishes
THE QUALITY OF THE FINISH ON CABINETS AND woodwork will be the most visible aspect of the whole kitchen project. It pays to match the original color and texture if you seek a traditional appearance, and this begins with the materials themselves. Spray lacquer will never look very period; stick to a hand-brushed finish—paint or varnish—which lends subtle irregularities and character.
In this 1880s building, custom castings (drawer pulls and catches) and Victorian cabinet details (cornice mouldings, raised panels, ribbed drawers) combine with modern hardware. Note the corner lazy Susan with bifold door (below left); stainless steel sink and reproduction faucets (below right). Woodwork won’t hide the fridge, so why try (far right)?
Installation Insights

We like to install strip wood flooring as soon as rough-ins are complete, then protect it thoroughly with building paper, followed by 4-mil plastic and \(1/4\)" Masonite, taping all the joints. This method avoids a major disruption at the end of the project, but still requires a few final days’ time to sand and apply the finish coats to the floor.

Once the floors are installed, cabinet installation can begin. Review your layout and make sure everything will fit. We begin by installing grounds (plywood sheets) on masonry walls so as to provide an unrestricted area for fastening the upper cabinets. Next, we install adjustable base kicks where the lower cabinets will be positioned. These bases simplify the installation of the cabinets, as it is easier to level the small kick than the entire cabinet. (The plywood kicks are trimmed off with a wood base at all visible areas.) We prefer to install the lower cabinets first. Once they’re in place, a simple brace supports the upper cabinets for anchoring.

Countertops and backsplashes come next, followed by all the lighting and plumbing fixtures. For detailed stone surfaces, such as marble counters, I recommend a full-size Masonite template. Double-checking this template against the assembled cabinetry will ensure that the marble is the correct size.

Thorough surface preparation and application of paint or varnish has a big influence on finish quality. We prefer aniline dyes (a Victorian invention) for staining wood. They impart much clearer color than oil-based stains, which contain ground pigments. Depending upon the wood species, we may use a pore filler to produce a full, deep effect. In any case, we always sand a wood surface down to 220-grit paper, wet it to raise the grain, then knock the grain down with more 220-grit paper. In one kitchen we had the opportunity to do all the preliminary finishing off-site, providing us control and saving time. The last coat of varnish was applied on-site once all other work had been completed.

We work with custom, hand-applied finishes, so samples are a very important step. The finish contractor should provide the opportunity to make adjustments to colors and sheen; he or she should also be prepared to produce additional samples. Once a small hand sample is approved, it is very worthwhile to finish the inside of a door, for example, or the bottom of a shelf. If these results on the actual cabinets turn out unsatisfactorily, it is much easier to adjust color at this point than to redo the entire kitchen! The finishing work will most likely take place towards the end of the project, when everyone is in a rush to be done. Be patient and allow the time to get it right.

Scheduling

Scheduling is extremely important, as the various trades need to have the time—and the space—to complete each task. Get the cabinet fabrication underway as soon as the details are finalized and approved. The delivery date of the cabinets will be the “wheel horse” in the schedule. Some other ideas:

- Work with your subcontractors—plumbers, electricians, or cabinetmakers—to establish a realistic schedule for delivery. Don’t rush them or make them work over each other.

- Purchase all appliances, electrical equipment, and plumbing fixtures well ahead of time so that they are on hand when needed. Custom hardware and plumbing fittings will require long delivery lead times, so order well in advance.

- Set up an orderly and secure storage
area at the site for hardware, fixtures, and appliances—say, a storage closet or basement. The last thing you want is damaged or missing items just when you're ready to install. (However, avoid an area that is in the middle of activity.) Open boxes and check purchases as they are delivered to make sure they are correct in number, color, and dimensions.

- As soon as demolition work is wrapped up, double-check the actual dimensions of the space that will receive new cabinetwork. Never assume the dimensioned drawings are accurate. Floors and walls can mysteriously gain inches after old fixtures are ripped out, and there's always a chance for human error with rulers.

- Get all the dirty work done as soon as possible. This includes electrical lines and boxes, plumbing and ventilation ductwork, and base plastering, if any. Before closing up walls, remember to get the proper building authorities to inspect the rough-in work—that is, the basic mechanical services minus the final connections. Expect to hear that the inspector found something amiss, and be prepared to correct the deficiency. Building codes are for everyone's safety.

No one easily forgets the months of disruption a large kitchen project can cause. It takes time and careful planning to consider all the details, but these very details make the finished kitchen special.

ANTHONY LEFEBER is a partner in Traditional Line, Ltd., an architectural restoration firm founded in 1984; 143 West 21st St., New York, NY 10011; 212-627-3555.
Best Face Forward

No need to gut an efficient kitchen if it's merely outdated or unattractive. Here, 1890s detailing came to the rescue.

By Barbara Marselle, IIDA
IM AND MARY LEATHERBERRY'S KITCHEN
had plenty of modern convenience. The long
countertop was designed with small
appliances in mind. Banks of solid
oak cabinets provided ample storage. The
fixtures were efficient and the whole layout
ergonomic. This is an enviable scenario, to
be sure, but the kitchen was also ugly.

Its rustic design—complete with fake
beamed ceiling, exposed batters on the
doors, and "harvest gold" countertop—
looked awkward in their 1892 LaGrange,
Illinois, home. Like bell-bottom blue jeans,
the kitchen read as a 1960s style—out of
place in an antique home. Designed by
Frank Lloyd Wright early in his career, the
house cried out for a kitchen that meshed
with its late-Victorian architectural features.

I'm the interior designer hired by the
family to give the existing room an appro­
priate period feel, without the expense or dis­
ruption of installing an entirely new kitchen.
Primarily, that involved two projects: First,
we extended the upper cabinets and added
a large cornice modeled on a period illus­
tration. Second, we changed the details and
finishes to imitate original elements of the
house. Not everyone lives in a Frank Lloyd
Wright home, but these methods could ap­
ply to thousands of houses built around the
turn of the century.

**Left Hanging**

**OUR FIRST HURDLE WAS THE UPPER CABINETS.**
In the 1890s, storage was typically provided
by freestanding hutches and open shelving.
Wall-hung upper cabinets evolved from
these precedents, but didn't become main­
stream until the mid-20th century. The
Leatherberrys were not prepared to give up
the cabinets, so I began looking for a way
to give the upper cabinetry a more authen­
tic appearance.

After much research in period books,
I found an illustration (see page 40) from the
1893 World Columbian Exposition in
Chicago (one year after the Leatherberry's
house was built and only a few miles down
the road). It showed an "electrical kitchen"—
a futuristic display that included pots and pans
plugged into the wall like so many electric
frying pans. That drawing is the earliest ref­
ERENCE I've ever seen to upper hanging cab­
inets. This was obviously not a typical kitchen
for 1893; nonetheless, just as 1950s science
fiction reflected the fears and desires of the
Cold War era, this drawing clearly reflected
the tastes and styles of its time. We decided
to study the illustration for clues to re­
configuring the cabinets. (You might find
a period image that better suits your home.)

The major difference between the
cabinets from the Exposition and our existing
ones was proportion. In the drawing, the up­
per cabinets were much taller, reaching
toward the high ceiling. That effect was
further heightened by a heavy cornice remi­
niscent of the moldings atop china cabi­
nets of the period. We decided to heighten
the cabinets' proportions.
Extending the Boxes

THE UPPER CABINETS WERE ABOUT 27" HIGH. We added 3" to the cabinet and 8" of cornice. The volume of the cabinets was unchanged. To increase the apparent height, craftsman John Hammond cut 3/4" birch plywood into 6" strips. He added these to the tops of the cabinets flush with the face frames. To get strong, tight joints that could hold the weight of the cornice and not show a shadow line, he used dowel joints. Hammond drilled 3/8" holes about 1/2" deep into the oak cabinet face frame and the plywood strips. Then he inserted glued-up 3/4" x 1 1/2" dowels and tapped the sections in place with a hammer. The dowels held the sections firmly, and, because of the hole placement, pulled the board flush with the original face frame. At end cabinets, he continued the extension along the side using mitered joints. Wood blocks screwed to the cabinet provided backing at corners and ends.

Half of this extension remains exposed to increase the height of the cabinet box. The other half served as a foundation for a cornice. We were able to roughly imitate the cornice in the old drawing by building up the profile with three lengths of flat stock and a large cyma recta, a classic S-shaped crown moulding, concave above and convex below. Each poplar section was mitered at outside corners and cope at inside corners (see "Crafting Interior Cornices," Sept./Oct. 1996), and was screwed in place using pre-drilled, countersunk holes. The cornice is 3" high and stands proud of the cabinets by 3".

Taking Cues from the House

TO MAKE THE EXPOSED 3" EXTENSION APPEAR to be part of the cabinet box, we sized new doors to close over the strip, revealing an equal amount of cabinet frame on all sides. (In other words, the new doors are 3" taller than the old ones.) This worked because we used overlay doors, which close to rest on top of the frame. Typically, old kitchens had flush-mounted doors that sat inside a wide face frame with butt hinges like a normal door, but this would not have masked the 3" extension. The overlay doors had precedent in the pantry closet doors.

The butler's pantry is very commonly your best resource for kitchen details. While early kitchens in upscale houses were designed for servants, lacking architectural detailing, the pantry often contains beauti-
Carpenter Mark Sabella fabricated new cabinet doors, made 3" taller than the originals so as to cover the extension joint (right). Proportion and detail follow existing cabinetwork in the house (below right).

ful built-in cabinetry. And because it's segregated from the kitchen, it often survives even complete kitchen "modernizations."

These pantry doors had flat panels, which we mimicked with ¼" birch plywood — easier than edge-joining flat stock. For the frames, we used 2" wide ¾" poplar stock with a rabbet cut on the interior to hold the panel. The stiles and rails were assembled with mortise-and-tenon joinery. The pantry cabinets had bin pulls, which we used on drawer fronts.

**Countertop and Paint**

THE BUTLER'S PANTRY HAD WOOD COUNTERS, but the homeowners were not prepared to live with wood countertops. So I looked for a hard, watertight surface with some historic precedent. Our answer, ironically, was one of the most modern products available: Corian, simulating white marble. (Aside from the pantry, the only original counter in the house was an old brown marble counter in the powder room. We liked marble, and we knew that white was the common kitchen color. White porcelain, pale paints, and whitewashed walls were popular because of their cleanability.)

Instead of a standard rounded, chamfered, or bullnose edge, we ordered the countertop with a Victorian ogee (see drawing, p. 40). We ordered backsplash with the same edging. Specifying 5" backsplash, rather than the standard 3", harkened back to the deep backsplashes of early stone sinks and countertops.

We could not use a clear finish for the cabinets because we had a combination of old wood and new. Paint is, however, very authentic. We selected a light tan. We sanded and then filled the pores in the oak and poplar with vinyl filling compound, giving surfaces a consistent finish.

Our approach cost 50% less than gutting the kitchen and starting from scratch, even though we used custom-milled doors and top-of-the-line materials. One caveat: Television ads by "face-lift" companies promise new-looking kitchens for just pennies by providing new door fronts and new laminate on the counters. I do not recommend their approach. Better a well-thought-out custom rehab with historical design.

BARBARA MARSEILLE, IIDA, is an interior designer who now lives in Port Townsend, Washington.
From the 1890s to the 1930s, the kitchen color was white—sanitary and standard before the perfection of porcelain colors. Below: A century-old, two-basin design available today (German Silver Sink).

The Kitchen Sink

History offers a menu of early designs to give your new kitchen historical flavor.

by Josh Garskof

Decades before the invention of garbage disposals or hose sprayers, an up-to-date kitchen might feature a brand new kind of convenience. In the average house, the lowly plumbed sink appeared between 1850 and 1880—much earlier in large cities, and often well after 1900 in remote rural areas. The sink's many forms follow the growth of modern technology and the changing roles of women. Picking the right one helps complete an old-house kitchen today.

The ancestor of the kitchen sink developed at the end of the pre-plumbing era. It was nothing but a wood table, with a zinc- or lead-lined trough and a drain (see page 50). Common by 1820, this simple dry sink served as a work area for water, but it had no water source.

Women and children (sometimes servants) carted every drop of water needed for cooking, cleaning, and occasional bathing from a stream, lake, or well. To heat water, they put a kettle on the hearth, or later the stove. (Going to the "necessary room" meant going to an outhouse or using a chamber pot, but that's another story.)

To get water into the house, some homebuilders installed hand pumps at the sink rim. Pitcher pumps were small versions of...
the levered hand pumps at the well and were widely available, manufactured products by 1860. The pump drew water from an underfloor well or cistern.

For a price, houses could be plumbed. Force pumps or even roof gutters filled a giant tank in the attic. The turn of a knob at the sink opened indoor plumbing lines, and gravity provided the water pressure. The earliest of these pioneering designs, in the most upscale houses, were constructed of lead (a soft, workable metal that displayed a convenient natural resistance to mold—the same softness that allowed it to leach toxicity. Many upper-class children suffered brain damage from the high amounts of lead in their water).

BEGINNING IN PHILADELPHIA IN 1802, CITIES began installing municipal water systems. By 1850, 83 American cities provided municipal water, but the plumbing revolution took decades to reach rural areas. Even by 1930, fewer than one in five rural homes had piped-in water. In the cities, a quarter of homes didn’t have running water in 1920. Nonetheless, the sink had become a fixture in the kitchen.

Whether fed by a cistern or city water, the first wet sinks were simply dry basins with spigots added. At first, a single faucet supplied cold water. Later, a second faucet provided hot water from a small plumbed-in boiler, attached not to the furnace but to the kitchen stove. Faucet knobs were typically either lever or cross handles. Expensive models were brass or copper, very often nickel-plated.

The Industrial Revolution and the Victorian taste for ornament brought decoration to plumbing. Bathrooms were filled with fancy tubs, showers, sinks, and water closets. But, while manufacturers sold cast-iron kitchen sinks adorned with the latest decorating styles, most kitchens remained steadfastly plain. That had a lot to do with who used kitchens.

Poor families couldn’t afford fancy sinks anyway; households with money tended to have servants working in their kitchens. Guests never entered the kitchen and families rarely used them, so the kitchen didn’t get much attention. That changed around the turn of the century. The kitchen had always been the realm of women. For the
More housewives found themselves cooking and cleaning at home. Meanwhile, women began to enter the workforce. Spokeswomen for women's suffrage advocated a new view of housekeeping and the role of women. For example, in their 1869 treatise **American Woman's Home**, sisters Harriet Beecher Stowe and Catherine Beecher wrote:

"As society gradually shakes off the remnants of barbarism and the intellectual and moral interests of man rise, in estimation, above the merely sensual, a truer estimate is formed of women's duties, and the measure of intellect requisite for the proper discharge of them."

The book goes on to recommend one of the first integrated sinks (first image in timeline below), which would free a woman's time for other pursuits such as intellectual study.

The market for new and better kitchen products exploded. Catalogs of the era advertised hundreds of models made from enameled cast-iron, porcelain, clay, slate, marble, steel, and soapstone. Given their weighty materials and generous proportions (many were over 4' long), most sinks were supported by legs or heavy brackets that left them open underneath. By 1905, cabinets or other sub-sink woodwork was frowned upon because it trapped moisture and pests.

More importantly, sinks changed from freestanding, independent pieces of furniture to become fixtures in an integrated kitchen design. Between 1890 and 1930, the parts of the kitchen gradually moved to

**A Sink in Time**

You can give your new kitchen a traditional look by installing a period sink. Unlike antique stoves and refrigerators, the basic design of sinks hasn't changed much—after all, it's just a basin—so living with a sink from the past won't require giving up modern convenience.

The evolution of the kitchen sink has no definite boundaries because the introduction of indoor plumbing stretched over more than a century. Overall, the sink evolved from a dry table to a basin with taps. Then it moved from a freestanding fixture to an element of an integrated kitchen.

Perhaps the first example of "domestic science," this dry sink was drawn as a model of convenience for women. Integrating storage and work surface was a new idea. Inset: Whether wood or stone, the first sinks were nothing more than shallow troughs.

The first sink-side water supply was provided by hand pitcher pumps that drew water from a well under the kitchen, or from a special holding tank under the floor. Inset: Hand pumps were sold in plumbing catalogs until the 1920s.
The sink grew drainboards at its sides—either wood wings that could fold against the wall, or integral enameled cast-iron work surfaces. During the 1920s, the sink gave up its legs for wall-mounted brackets, and counters swept to its sides. Mixing (hot and cold) faucets began to show up, becoming commonplace by the mid-1920s.

Around 1930, the kitchen began its transformation into the coordinated, modular room we know today. The sink became an integral part of the continuous countertop, simply dropped into a hole cut into the surface. Around the same time, the strainer/plug was introduced, allowing use of the sink without a washbasin. Water could reliably be kept in the sink, and when it was time to drain, large food particles would not clog it.

Because sinks and kitchens evolved slowly, any sink shown here might have been installed in your house at one time or another. You can find great antiques at your local salvage yard, which can even be re-enamed. Nationally distributed and specialty companies offer reproductions, accurate or adapted. New faucets were often added without changing the basin, so you can outfit a sink with a mixing faucet and still get an authentic period look. The kitchen sink is an easy place to start in your pursuit of a history-minded kitchen.

Thanks to J. Randall Cotton, Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia, for historical data.

Instead of a modern single-handle faucet, consider a period prototype. Most plumbing suppliers offer revival faucets.
CLASSICS IN AMERICA

In the period of the new Republic, 1800–1825, design for civic and domestic buildings alike relied on the architectural vocabulary of the classical world. The Georgian, Federal, and early Greek Revival styles are, however, truly American.

BY SHIRLEY MAXWELL AND JAMES C. MASSEY
During the first quarter of the last century, the United States started to settle in and define its space on the continent. The political and social changes shaping the fledgling republic were so dramatic that any innovations in building styles seem minor by comparison—just a few simple adjustments to the status quo. Yet the nation’s growth in this twenty-five-year span laid the building blocks for its own architectural identity.

From the 1790s to roughly 1820, the highest building ambitions of Americans were expressed by the Federal style. A more delicate reworking of the earlier Georgian style—less ornate, sometimes austere—it combined Greek and Roman classicism in a decidedly American way. Thomas Jefferson’s Roman variant was distinctive enough to be termed “Jeffersonian Classicism.” About 1820, the Greek Revival style would begin its steady rise to the top. Finally, this period also saw the first, faint glimmer of the
Gothic Revival (earlier called "Gothick" in England), although that nascent tendency would not come of age until the 1840s.

**THE TIMES**

A lot of building went on in these years—nation-building as well as house-building. The seat of government had been moved to Washington in 1798, requiring the construction of a whole new Federal City. With Jefferson's 1803 Louisiana Purchase, the country doubled in geographic area. When the War of 1812 ended, it opened up huge areas that had previously been unsafe or unavailable, and a torrent of immigrants rushed into the Old Northwest Territory and lands beyond the Mississippi.

The swift westward movement of both people and goods was made possible by a series of infrastructural improvements, among them the National Road, a canal system, and the railroad. Mostly as a result of such developments, the country gained seven additional states and a bevy of territories between 1803 and 1820. The new state and territorial governments needed public buildings to support their activities, as well as housing and workplaces for their citizens.

All this change happened quickly, yet the first quarter of the 19th century still provided time to build substantial and elegant structures worthy of a proud nation. From about 1800 on, the United States was able to call on the talents of professionally trained architects, including

---

**STYLE INFLUENCES OF THE CLASSICS IN AMERICA**

A lot happens in 25 years of quiet optimism: A major architectural style, the Georgian, fades. The formerly dominant English design influence loses its hold. A new and distinctively American variant, the Federal style, emerges. And the first true National Style—the American Greek Revival—begins its decades-long (and nationwide) reign.
Benjamin Henry Latrobe, an English immigrant often cited as "the first American architect," and Robert Mills, an American by birth. These designers were inspired by the same classical prototypes English and European architects used, but Latrobe and Mills were not mere copyists imitating their betters. Instead, they produced sophisticated, original buildings designed specifically for American uses. Latrobe in particular set the tone for new public and private buildings, urging the adaptation of Greek temple architecture as especially appropriate for democratic institutions. Thomas Jefferson preferred the domes and arches of classical Rome when designing his beloved University of Virginia, the Virginia state Capitol, and his homes at Monticello and Poplar Forest.

The period also saw the publication of the first American design books. Asher Benjamin's *American Builder's Companion* (issued in six editions from 1806 to 1827) and Owen Biddle's *Young Carpenter's Assistant* (1805, with printings to 1858) were the most influential.

**FORM AND PLAN**

Not surprisingly, the era is defined by imposing public buildings, particularly statehouses and banks. Latrobe's 1799 design for the Bank of Pennsylvania presaged the enduring interest Greek-inspired buildings held for many Americans. But, of course, most construction was residential.

Both Federal and Greek Revival buildings are marked by noticeably low-pitch roofs and broad building outlines. Houses of either style might range in height from one to three storeys. In fact, the formerly humble one-storey house became newly fashionable during this period. At the same time, three-storey row houses were built in increasing numbers as were freestanding, three-storey houses, especially in New England. Generally, house forms were straightforward rectangles or squares, usually with center-hall, double-pile or side-hall, double-pile plans (see above right).

Federal-style roofs were low-gabled and often hipped — many were so low they appeared flat. Cornices too were unobtrusive to the point of being barely visible. Very formal, classical designs of Roman inspiration were sometimes distinguished by hand-
Some domes. Greek Revival rooflines were even lower than those of Federal houses, often nearly flat, sometimes with parapets. Greek cornices were heavy, deep, and often ornamented with Greek keys, palmettes, or triglyphs and metopes.

Throughout the period, porches took on new importance. Both porticos and small entrance porches were much more common than in the Georgian years. With the advent of the Greek Revival style, full porticos with pediments and columns often covered the entire front of the house, and very occasionally the sides and even the rear.

Even vernacular houses built during this period illustrate changing architectural tastes. By 1825, the features most typical of earlier vernacular houses—high-pitched rooflines and saltbox shapes—were pretty much gone. Also eliminated was their lack of order and premeditation: asymmetrical massing with haphazard additions, floor plans forming a warren of small, low-ceilinged
rooms, and irregularly placed doors and windows with small glass panes. Instead, symmetrical, center-hall, double-pile plans—or, especially in town houses, side-hall, double-pile plans—became common.

**MATERIALS**

There was little innovation in building techniques during this first quarter of the 19th century, even as architectural design evolved. Heavy timber framing was still the standard construction method. Matched wooden siding, which created a flat, seamless surface, emphasized the formality of the wall and took on new prominence. Brick was very common, too, but faces were finer and smoother than in the Georgian era, with much thinner mortar joints. Effects such as Flemish bond patterns and glazed accent brick were abandoned in favor of a calmer, smoother, more polished surface.

Stone, especially ashlar cut, was a favorite. Where stone was scarce, hard plaster stucco, scored to imitate ashlar courses, was a newly popular alternative. Cast iron, less costly than wrought iron, was applied liberally for all kinds of exterior decoration, from porch and balcony railings to fences. An innovative composition material called coadestone was used for cast interior ornament, and occasionally in exterior features such as column capitals (especially in weather-protected areas like porches).

**EXPRESSION**

The defining qualities of the Federal style are symmetry and restraint. Wall surfaces were flat and shadowless, punctuated only by symmetrically placed windows. The severity of masonry walls was sometimes relieved by inset rectangular panels with classical ornament—garlands, swags, and cartouches. Doorways were delicately emphasized with slim, graceful, attenuated columns of the Adamesque type. Double doors were generous in size, typically flanked by multipaned sidelights and surmounted by elliptical or arched fanlights.

Windows, though not particularly large overall, had large glass panes separated by slender muntins set into equally narrow frames. Six-over-six lights became standard in this period, which also saw the introduction of floor-length windows. The three-part Palladian window, still in use, was much simpler than it had been in the Georgian era. Triple windows (that is, Palladian windows without the center arch) became popular. Rounded, curved windows and doors on the outside of the building often hinted at the existence of a mirror-image curve on an inside wall.

As the Greek Revival style took hold, door and window trim and window sash became heavy, perhaps in blunt reaction to the studied delicacy of Adamesque ornament. Window heads and transoms were always rectangular.

Overshadowed by the brilliance of the Revolution that preceded it, and the agony of the war that would come later, we might be tempted to look on this quarter-century as uneventful. But, if we do, we would be very much mistaken.
GOTHIC FENCE REVIVAL

BY FREDERICK O'CONNOR AND THOMAS GLYNN

After 150 years, the fence in front of Roseland Cottage appeared to be as fragile as a piece of parchment. Bare wood showed through failing paint on sagging rails and broken pickets. Dozens of the fence's 900 quatrefoils had crumbled, leaving gaps like missing teeth. Top rails nearly 3" thick had been eaten away at the ends, exposing rusted twists of wrought iron—the linchpins for the fence. Clearly, major work was in order. When the owner of the property, the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities (SPNEA), received a proposal to “restore” the fence by replacing most of the original components with new materials, the Society's managers decided they could do a better job themselves. Not only did our restoration team at SPNEA succeed in beating the contractor's bid, but we were also able to save most of the original fabric—thousands of intricate wood components. While we maintained an exacting conservator's approach to our project, we used many techniques that can be applied to any fence repair.
Quatrefoils and other Gothic motifs make the fence a picture-perfect frame for the Bowen House, one of the premiere Downingsque cottages in North America.
Fitting the Pieces Together

Each section in the Roseland Cottage fence is assembled from seven elements: top rail, picket, quatrefoil, subrail, bottom triangle, bottom rail, and bottom box. Four of these components—the picket, quatrefoil, subrail and triangle—fit together at near-right angles to produce a clean, tight design. The sections connect to granite posts by means of wrought iron hangers.

LIKE A COMPLEX, WOODBLOCK PUZZLE, THE Roseland Cottage fence is composed of parts that interlock (see sidebar, this page). Many of these parts hold together by means of an angled cut we call the “bird’s-mouth joint” because of its resemblance to a wide-open beak. The joint is essentially two mating near-right angles. When an outside angle is fitted to an inside angle, the pieces mate on two planes. The result is a strong, clean, water-shedding joint that relies on geometry for connections rather than metal fasteners, which move in the wood and allow water to penetrate.

Despite the fence’s derelict appearance, most of the original components were reusable, including all but a handful of pickets and a few linear feet of the rails and triangles. Instead of patching or replacing all the damaged wood in the fence, we made extensive use of epoxy repair techniques in order to save as much of the original heart pine as possible.

TOP RAILS. Nearly 3” deep and 7” wide, the cove-edged top rail was the most complex part to repair. We first strengthened the ends with epoxy consolidant, and extended rails that were just a few inches short...
As quatrefoils broke or fell apart, we gathered the pieces and stored them in the Roseland Cottage barn. It took four people weeks of sorting to put these miniature puzzles together again. Top right: Quatrefoils “float” in the fence without fasteners, supported by a subrail and pickets.

Top left: As quatrefoils broke or fell apart, we gathered the pieces and stored them in the Roseland Cottage barn. It took four people weeks of sorting to put these miniature puzzles together again. Top right: Quatrefoils “float” in the fence without fasteners, supported by a subrail and pickets.

Middle left: As quatrefoils broke or fell apart, we gathered the pieces and stored them in the Roseland Cottage barn. It took four people weeks of sorting to put these miniature puzzles together again. Top right: Quatrefoils “float” in the fence without fasteners, supported by a subrail and pickets.

Middle right: A “sandwiched” top rail (left) and an original top rail. Since the longest patch we needed was under 2’ long, we fabricated just enough replacement stock to make our repairs. Bottom left: Insects had eaten into many solid pieces of heartwood. Bottom right: The original wrought iron hangers (left and center) were punched with one or two holes; the new steel hangers (right) have one.

Bottom triangles. Pocked and softened by insect damage, the triangles were especially good candidates for epoxy repair. Where replacement stock was needed, we repeated the sandwiching procedure used for the top rails. The trick here was to produce cuts at a matching angle on both sides—not an easy task with two pieces of stacked wood. Before clamping the pieces together, we cut one side of both pieces at the same angle (slightly greater than 45 degrees), and lined them up. Once the pieces were glued and clamped, we matched the angle and made the cut on the other side. Any overlaps were hand-planed to ⅛” or less, then finish-sanded to eliminate any evidence of machine marks.

Similar to the top rail repair, new lengths were cut into the existing triangle with a half-lap joint, then glued together with an adhesive epoxy and doweled. We patched some triangles using triangular-shaped pieces that were cut into the wood, epoxied, using epoxy fillers (see “Better Than Wood,” p. 56). Since similar rail stock was all but impossible to find, we created new stock by sandwiching two pieces of roughly dimensioned lumber. The white pine boards were doweled and glued with an adhesive epoxy, clamped together, planed to the rough dimensions needed, then sanded smooth.

We spliced the new pieces into the existing rail using a half-lap joint, glued with an adhesive epoxy, and doweled. We cut lap joints long enough to allow for four dowels in each repair, leaving enough clearance for picket holes to be drilled and chiseled out. We took advantage of our shop set-up to alkyd-prime and paint four to six coats of latex paint on each component as we completed it. We chose latex as a finish paint because it allows the wood to expel moisture.
Better Than Wood

Rather than patch or replace all the damaged wood in the fence, we chose to strengthen and repair salvageable components with epoxies. Epoxy repair not only offers the advantage of saving as much of the original material as possible, it also actually makes wood stronger. Once it's bonded in place, epoxy is waterproof and won't decay. Epoxied surfaces can be shaped, sawn, and sanded, and hold paint well.

We tailored our epoxy blends for specific uses. To penetrate and strengthen areas of cracked, dry-rotted, or soft wood, we used an unthickened consolidant about the consistency of thin syrup. For extensively damaged wood, such as the ends of top rails or triangles, we drilled multiple holes 8" to 10" deep, then injected consolidant containing phenolic microballoons for added structural integrity into the holes (1). This honeycombing treatment allows the epoxy to seep deeply into the fiber of the wood, filling gaps and voids and strengthening the most vulnerable areas of these horizontal supports.

Many rails and triangles were just a few inches short at the ends. Rather than piece in such a small section, we applied a peanut-butter-thick adhesive epoxy to the rail ends (2), and wrapped them with sheetmetal extenders to arrive at a correct length. We clamped the extenders in place, then applied epoxy and other fillers to build out the rail (3). Once cured, we hand-planed, chiseled, and sanded the repair to match the correct rail profile (4).

camped, and hand-planed into shape. We screwed both new and repaired triangles to the bottom rail with 2" stainless steel, flat-headed wood screws.

BOTTOM RAILS. While most of the salvageable flat, bevel-edged bottom rails were treated to a consolidant soak, it was easier to fabricate 30% to 40% of the rails than to repair them. We machine-planed the surfaces of new rails to the correct thickness using white pine, then cut the correct width with a table saw.

BOTTOM BOXES. Three pieces of wood joined to form a bottomless box may add visual weight to the fence, but structurally it is one of the weakest elements. We chose to replace most of the existing boxes, ripping stock lumber to correct widths and assembling the boxes with nails and epoxy. The finished boxes were screwed to the bottom rail with stainless steel wood screws so that they can be easily removed for future repairs.

PICKETS AND SUBRAILS. We were able to reuse most of the pickets and subrails. We fabricated new pickets from larger pieces of stock, joined by machine on one edge to erase saw marks, then sawn to the correct width. Thicknesses were planed by machine. Since the bottom triangle is slightly broader than 90 degrees, we used a bandsaw to cut a flat, narrow joint at the center of the bird's-mouth cut on the picket bottom to get a better fit. The joint was finished with chisels, and picket bottoms were toe-nailed to the triangles with two stainless steel nails.

With the exception of the subrails on
the ends of sections, most subrails were reusable. We fabricated replacements the same way as the pickets, then cut them with two bird's-mouth joints at either end. We toenailed them to the pickets with 1" stainless steel brads.

**Quatrefoils.** These open-cut wood blocks, varying in size from \( \frac{4}{4} " \) to \( \frac{6}{4}" \), "float" without fasteners between the pickets and subrails. While a large percentage survived, many more had fallen to pieces. Whenever a match was found, the pieces were treated with an epoxy consolidant, repositioned, reattached with brads as needed, then glued and clamped until they cured.

The original quatrefoils were cut from one piece of wood, notched on three sides. To make removing them easier for future repairs, the new quatrefoils were fabricated from two blanks. The blanks were stacked and cut with a bandsaw, using a template, to create two matching pieces. Either piece can be replaced without removing the subrail and bottom rail.

**Reassembly**

Since we had assembled each section as we repaired its individual components, putting the fence back together was a matter of rehanging each 10' section on its four hangers. We slipped the top hangers into the original holes in the granite posts, then mortised a pocket several inches deep on the underside of the top rail, and secured each hanger with one or two stainless steel screws (depending on the number of holes). Because each side of the hanger is held fast in a slot, neither end can wiggle back and forth. We repeated the procedure for the bottom hangers, either mortising a pocket into the bottom of the triangle or the top of the bottom rail, depending on the location of the slot in the granite.

There's still work to do on the Roseland Cottage fence. The main gates have yet to be restored, and maintenance will be ongoing, including paint touch-ups as bare spots inevitably appear. But I think we've successfully restored the frontispiece to a Gothic Revival landmark.

FREDERICK O'CONNOR is the paint crew supervisor and THOMAS GLYNN is a carpenter and painter for SPNEA, which owns and maintains 33 house museums in five states.

---

**The Colors of the Rose**

In the front hall at Roseland Cottage is an artist's sketch of the bandbox-perfect Gothic Revival house, painted shortly before it was built in 1846. Architect Joseph Wells may have envisioned the summer home of 19th-century merchant Henry Chandler Bowen in pale yellow, but for most of its history, the house has been rosy pink.

Within recent memory, the shade had been on the paler end of the pink spectrum—a hue based on microscopic analysis of previous paint layers. Using improved technology, the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, the house museum's owner, determined last summer that the most appropriate shade for the house was a deep rose-salmon color.

SPNEA's goal was to match the color to the date of the last significant addition, in the 1880s. Twenty or more paint samples were taken from different points on the house and analyzed under a Chroma Meter, which provides much more precise color measurements than a microscope. The confirmation for the deep rose-salmon body color came from the rear addition, which dates to the 1880s.

To determine trim colors, staff members sought out areas where paint tends to overlap, such as door and window casings. A door frame provided crucial evidence that the shutters had been painted dark green—almost black. Other trimwork had been a rosy chocolate. Both colors will appear in a new "Historic Colors of America" paint card SPNEA is cooperatively producing with Color Guild International. The card, which features more than 120 paint interior and exterior paint colors found on historic houses, is distributed through independent paint dealers.

Roseland Cottage, The Bowen House, Rt. 169 in Woodstock, Connecticut, is open Wednesday–Sunday through mid-October with hourly tours from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Admission is $4. For information, call (860) 925-4074.

PHOTOGRAPH BY GREG WOSTREL
Below the Belt Course

Understanding the Construction and Function of Siding Details

BY GORDON BOCK

Even if they can't tell you what it's called, most folks will recognize the cornice on an old house—that is, the assemblage of moulded surfaces where the wall meets the roof. Be it the complex brim of an Italianate row house, or just the subtle double curve of a Georgian-style built-in gutter, a cornice's calling is both practical and architectural. Cornices help keep water off the face of the building, as well as give definition to the top of the wall.

Cornices are not the only such features outside the old house. Wood-frame buildings, especially from the late-19th and early-20th centuries, have similar features further down the wall. They're called belt courses and water tables. Though not as obvious as cornices, they do as much to enhance the life and looks of the building. Since they're sometimes lost to insensitive siding and remodeling make-overs, it pays to know how they were built and intended to perform.

WATER TABLES

Most houses change materials where the wall meets the foundation, a logical location for some sort of trim. Unless the foundation is completely protected, water running down the wall will wash against the foundation. Over time this action stains the surface and erodes masonry joints. A well-constructed water table limits this damage by diverting runoff so it drops clear of the foundation.

A water table also serves a practical purpose in siding installation. Both shingles...
and clapboards have to be started in some way—that is, the first course must be supported at a slight angle (to simulate a previous course). This angle is often established with an initial undercourse (shingles or boards hidden from view), but it can also be provided by the water table.

Elaborate water tables were favorite devices for designers of Queen Anne and Colonial Revival houses of the late-19th century, offering yet another surface element for decoration. By the bungalow era, water tables were predominantly for show. With guttering standard, water runoff was of less concern, yet a semi-functional band was a great excuse to integrate the parts and emphasize the horizontality of the building.

**Construction**

**CLAPBOARDS**—WHERE THE WALL CLADDING is clapboards or similar horizontal siding, it has long been customary to make the water table out of trim lumber. The simplest such water table is merely a horizontal board topped by some drip cap moulding. At the turn of the century, however, the practice was to use sloping boards that projected from the wall.

Below: Among the various kinds of "structural" detailing appearing on this Stick-style house, there's a clear water table and two—or is it three?—belt courses. Right: Far more subtle is the flat belt course this modest Italianate house uses to divide its uniform walls.

Also called base courses or cant boards, these boards are attached by supporting them on blocking or horizontal trim (see drawings A, B at right). Since the water table starts the siding, clapboards or weatherboards must be beveled at the bottom to meet the board at the correct angle. A more refined approach is to further support the siding with blocking or a rabbet in the board (drawing C).

**SHINGLES**—Water tables that end shingled walls go a step further than weatherboard construction. The most straightforward method is to flair out the first two or three courses on two or three raised nailers (see drawing D), beveled to fully support the shingle. A starter course of shingles is still needed to begin the siding in the customary manner. A small moulding might be added underneath to finish the joint.

**Practical Notes**

* GOOD FLASHING IS IMPORTANT WHERE siding meets water table board or trim meets foundation. Sheet lead is traditional and long-lived but copper is also acceptable. Make sure flashing travels at least 18" up under siding to prevent moisture intrusion.

**WATER TABLES**

Water tables vary widely and follow the construction of the house.
BELT COURSES
Where cornices have strong mouldings (above) belt course bed moulds often follow the same profiles. Belt courses may be constructed the same as water tables, especially over masonry walls, or similar to cornices when mouldings are large.

BELT COURSES
BETWEEN THE WATER TABLE AND CORNICE, many houses feature yet another trim device: the belt course. As the name suggests, a belt course briddles all sides of the house somewhere in the middle, typically, but not necessarily, at the second-storey line. Many belt courses are flat, but they can project, too, helping the wall shed water.

When viewed as carpentry devices, belt courses are akin to cornerboards. They are transitions between different sections of the wall, or different siding materials. Where, for example, upper-storey shingles meet clapboards, stucco, or stone, there has to be a way to end one material and start another in a weather-resistant joint.

Hammer and nails aside, belt courses have long been favorite architectural devices for putting more or less visual emphasis on the building’s massing. Of course, a belt course may have no other purpose than to interrupt a monotonous wall.

Construction
FLAT BELTS—A FLAT BELT COURSE IN A FLAT, uniform wall is typically little more than thicker trim installed with flush, matched siding. Flat belt courses may also take the form of flat water tables. In such a case a large

- From splashback and capillary action.
- Water tables are most effective when built with a drip lip or moulding that keeps water from running back under the table, up under the carpentry, or down the lower wall.
- Before painting or installing, pre-prime all exposed trim and shingles with a paintable water-repellent preservative. Pay particular attention to board edges and end grain.
vertical board is topped with a narrow piece of sloping trim, such as common drip cap moulding.

**Protruding Belts**—Belt courses that bridge different siding materials are more complicated, but still similar to water tables in construction. Where shingles meet clapboards or weatherboards—the most common situation—the upper storey sheathing must be flared out with blocking shaped to the desired kick. A flat board on the wall starts the lower siding. These two surfaces are joined by bed moulding that finishes off the overhang (drawing A, p. 60).

In Queen Anne and Colonial Revival houses, this moulding may be quite large. Where the lower storey is masonry, the bed moulding is usually thick enough to cover the masonry/sill joint with no need of further trim (drawing B). Or the bed mould may spring from an extended soffit board to the lower wall (drawing C).

**Practical Notes**

- Where flat or projecting belt courses meet clapboards or shingles on the lower wall, it is good practice to have the siding tuck into a rabet that is cut on the back side of the lowest board. A short cut to the same effect is to install the board over \( \frac{3}{8} \) furring so as to produce a similar space without cutting a rabet.
- Because flat belt courses are usually a different material from the siding above them, good flashing is critical. Make sure sheet lead or copper is installed \( \frac{3}{4} \)" or more up the wall under the siding or stucco, and extends out and over the belt course—much the same as flashing over doorway trim or false half-timbering.
Living a Double Life

BY DARLENE S. MARWITZ

My husband and I live in an original duplex in Austin, Texas. Except for minor details, the two units in our 1930s home have matching plans, stacked like pancakes, one on top of the other. David and I occupy both floors. (Wouldn’t you like to know which of us lives upstairs and which one lives down?)

Although we often kid each other about separate living quarters, we’ve never been able to decide who would move into unit “A” and who would live in unit “B.” That cozy sense of indecision is one of the nicest things about owning a duplex (and living in the whole thing). If we’re faced with one of life’s little calamities—or if we decide to bag it all and set forth on an adventure for a while—it’s comforting to know we can expand and contract within our four brick walls. We have a choice, we’re flexible.

Double Duty

Everyone is curious about the way we live; they think it’s an odd arrangement, our little twin apartments, one up and one down. Which kitchen do we cook in, they wonder, and where is the master bedroom? And why on earth is there a baby monitor in the living room? As you would expect, we have two of everything that typically comes one to a customer—two kitchens, two dining rooms, two living rooms, two bathrooms, and notoriously, two front doors.

All this doubleness gives us a sense of luxury. Not only do we have a dining room and breakfast nook, but I’ve turned their respective counterparts upstairs into a home office suite. As we have no children, we converted the second bedroom upstairs into a master closet, where wire baskets and portable fixtures display our clothes like merchandise for sale in a department store. (David’s personal favorite is a rack that spins his suits and shirts like a merry-go-round.) Best of all, no matter what remodeling project is under way, water and power continues to flow in one part of the house or the other, thanks to separate meters.

One thing duplex living does offer is easy access between the two levels. When we moved in, we couldn’t even get from one floor to the other without using the front doors. The prospect of flashing my pajamas every time I wanted to go downstairs during the night sounded like it would be fun only a couple of times. So we cut a new door between the units, near the base of the stairway. In typical old-house fashion, we’d completed several major remodeling jobs, including a new roof and the downstairs kitchen, before the doorway framing got its first coat of paint.

Having solved the access problem, we faced the sound barrier—there was still no way to communicate between the two floors. After exhausting the possibilities of portable intercom systems and tin cans connected by string, I scouted baby stores on the pretense of buying a shower gift. For less than $30, I turned up a baby monitor, our one-way system for hearing what’s going on downstairs. Visitors and burglars alike, be-
ware: our first-floor guest room is not as private as you think. Someone just might be listening up above.

**Loads of Books**

ANOTHER DOUBLE INDEMNITY WEIGHING ON US HAD TO do with the structural integrity of the house. I'd already made sure that the duplex had an ample crawl space: Because I routinely inspect the undersides of buildings in my work as a preservation consultant, I swore I'd never buy another old house that sat too close to the ground. Like a young tot tired of inching forward on her belly, I was ready to advance on all fours—two hands, two knees.

I found myself under the house almost immediately, checking out the load capacities of each pier and beam in the company of a structural engineer. I was nervous that our ever-growing collection of his-and-her books might sink the duplex to its stoop. We had a ton of them, according to the memory of our last back-breaking move. Would the duplex support wall-to-wall books? The thought that our vertical dwelling might become a leaning tower of Pisa was unsettling.

Calculations confirmed my fears. Since there were
only a few places to put bookshelves in each unit—and because the floor plans are carbon copies—the books were going to end up on top of each other, overloading the structural capacity in strategic locations. If we planned to live in a two-storey library, then additional piers were in order.

Leaving bookcases bare as we moved in, we distributed books in every room of the house. Friends and family visited amidst a sea of liquor-store boxes. Months later, the new piers in place and our move long forgotten, we tied the boxes a few at a time. Our garbage appeared to be full of Smirnoff, Jack Daniels, and Wild Turkey—the neighbors must have wondered.

With plenty of support under foot, we indulged in the ultimate book-lover’s fantasy: custom-shelving three walls of the downstairs dining room. Our dual-use “dining library” is now a favorite room, a social center we share with friends.

Ringing Both Bells

UNLIKE A TYPICAL HOUSE THAT passes from one owner to the next, a duplex sees frequent comings and goings that have nothing to do with ownership or permanence. Who have they been, these transient tenants who’ve walked on our floors and listened to music within our walls? What happened to the decades of renters who, like us, danced sideways into our skinny bathrooms? Their identities are difficult or impossible to track, existing only as a name in an old phone book.

If duplex living gives us the itch to wander, we know that—unlike the tenants who preceded us—we can always return. Who knows? Someday a stranger may answer the “A” unit door and respond, “Oh, the Marwitz family? They’re off on an extended trip to Italy—riding bicycles, reading books. Their things are in storage upstairs and I’m the new tenant.”

“Do you know when they’ll be back?”

“No, I can’t say I do. I don’t know how long they’ll be gone.”

That’s one dream I have on a regular basis. I expect David’s dreams are cheaper and lie closer to home. But as long as we live here, we’ll always have at least two choices. Our friends remember to ring twice—one at each of our two front doors. David may be in Unit “A,” while I’m in Unit “B,” but for now both of us are at home.
The Greatest Wallcovering Removal System...Ever!
Multi-Directional PaperTiger® Scoring Tool, DIF® Wallpaper Stripper and New PaperScraper®

- Scores wallcoverings without wall damage.
- Multi-directional cutting action for quick, easy scoring in any direction - even circles.
- Perforations allow DIF enzyme-based remover to penetrate and soften the adhesive.
- Available in single- and triple-headed models.

Easy, effective wallcovering removal creates opportunities to sell new paint, wallcoverings, and many other sundries, and make new profits. Now Zinsser makes selling wallcovering removal even easier with the PaperTiger Wallcovering Scoring Tool, fast-acting DIF Wallpaper Stripper, which has a fresh pine scent, and the revolutionary new PaperScraper.

**DIF Wallpaper Stripper**
- Patented enzyme action destroys wallpaper paste.
- Cuts removal time in half.
- Also removes residual paste from walls.
- Makes steamers obsolete.

**PaperScraper**
- Holds a perfect scraping angle for fast, easy removal.
- Durable, safe, non-razor edged blade has two cutting edges for long-lasting performance.
- Makes paper scraping and adhesive removal easier than ever.

The old "tin" roof
Ageless charm... traditional beauty
service measured in generations

The old "tin" roof—it's really Terne—has been giving service that's measured in generations rather than in years since it was brought to this country by early settlers. Today, architects, builders and home owners are using Terne not only for new homes but to reroof older homes. Terne will give your home a traditional look that's never out of style...an ageless and simplistic charm and a promise of many years of service.

We will be happy to send you additional information.

**it's really Terne...**
The old "tin roof" is not tin, it's really Terne metal. Terne is a steel sheet, hot-dip coated with a terne alloy. This alloy gives the metal its long life characteristics. It must be painted immediately after installation according to Follansbee's specifications with TerneCote, available in 11 attractive colors.

Call us toll-free 1-800-624-6906

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL • FOLLANSBEE, WV 26037
FAX 1-304-527-1269
Fischer & Jirouch has been hand-crafting plaster ornaments by the same methods for nearly 100 years. We use only traditional plaster in replicas of our 1,500 designs from a variety of periods. Architects, tradespeople, and do-it-yourselfers rely on our pieces to enhance their exterior and interior projects. We also offer custom reproduction.

Hand-crafted Fischer & Jirouch ornaments are as easy to work with as wood and authentic throughout. Send for our 144-page catalog ($10 US, $15 Canadian).

THE FISCHER & JIROUCH CO.
4821 Superior Ave. • Cleveland, Ohio 44103
Tel. (216) 361-3840 FAX (216) 361-0650
The ONE SOURCE for all of your RENOVATION and BUILDING needs.

- Solid brass drawer and door hardware
- Floor and wall coverings
- Sinks, tubs, basins
- Lav sets, kitchen and tub faucets
- Solid brass lighting
- Over 2,000 building and renovating essentials

**free catalog**

1-800-659-0203

Ask for Dept. 2467, or write

RENOVATOR'S

P.O. 2515, Dept. 2467, Conway, NH 03818
RESTORATION

This grape-motif shield collector costs about $820 in sheet copper.

COTTON COMFORT

If the idea of insulating your old house with handmade fiberglass makes you itch, consider all-natural cotton insulation. Developed by a century-old textile manufacturer,

Earth-friendly cotton insulation installs without the need for protective clothing.

it's made from recycled cotton denim fibers. Non-toxic, soft to the touch, and easy on the skin, the insulation comes in batt thicknesses from 2 1/2" to 12", or as a loose-fill blow-in. Thermal resistance values range from R-8 to R-38, and both products install in the traditional manner. Contact Greenwood Cotton Insulation Products, P.O. Box 1017, Greenwood, SC 29648, (800) 546-1332.

THE ORIGINAL ISLAND

Before there were kitchen islands, early-20th-century moderns often created work triangles around a Hoosier table. These ubiquitous rectangular work surfaces offered a comfortable height for peeling vegetables or grinding meat, and the cool-to-the-touch porcelain top made an ideal surface for rolling out pastry dough. Reproduction Hoosier tables are available once more in sturdy oak in a choice of stains. The standard table includes a large cutlery drawer and is 27" deep, 41" wide, and 31" high. With the addition of an 11" deep shelf and slide-out top, the table sells for $579. Tables can be ordered with work-table legs, which raise the work surface to 33". Order from Michigan Hoosier Co., 253 W. Peters Rd., West Branch, MI 48661, (517) 345-7098.

THE DRAGON'S BLADE

Sometimes the most elegant tools are also the most efficient. The flat end of Freund's dragon-longued slate ripper slides easily under courses of roofing slate; the notched slots on either side of the forged-steel blade catch nails quickly. A tap on the grab end pulls or cuts individual nails loose, freeing the damaged slate.

COPPER ART

Searching for an artisan who can make or match decorative gutter hardware on an old house? Made of the most durable water-collecting materials, these copper or bronze pieces are hammered into beautiful designs with cast ornaments and embossing. Stock designs include gutter and downspout brackets, end caps, goosenecks, downspouts, and collectors. Prices range from about $18 for a 5" curled bracket to $3,700 for a 4"-round, 25"-long copper collector in a Tudor design, with a custom patina-and-gold-leaf finish. Contact The Copperworks of Don Miller, 206 S. Thomas, Orange, CA 92869, (714) 633-9308 (web site: members.aol.com/cmillerz/copperworks.html).

The steel-forged slate ripper evolved 150 years ago in Germany.

Earth-friendly cotton insulation installs without the need for protective clothing.

The steel-forged slate ripper evolved 150 years ago in Germany.

The steel-forged slate ripper evolved 150 years ago in Germany.

The steel-forged slate ripper evolved 150 years ago in Germany.
pable of burning for 20 hours or more on a single load of wood pellets, include a 12-volt battery backup option. All stoves meet or surpass EPA standards. The compact Gnome, weighing 75 pounds and measuring 34" tall, costs $1,600 to $1,900 in either pellet or gas configurations, depending on trim pack-

Use the curved hook to clear away any remaining stubs from the open deck. The slate ripper comes in 12" to 25" lengths and retails for $68 to $88. Shorter lengths are suited for smaller roofing slates and valley work; longer rippers work best with larger slates. Order from North American Böcker, 315 Capital Blvd., Raleigh, NC 27603, (888) 262-5371, or through dealers.

**IN THE HOPPER**

**INSPIRED BY 19TH-CENTURY** pot-bellied stoves, these gas- and pellet-burners will look right at home in your period parlor. Direct-vent gas stoves run on either natural gas or propane and can be thermostatically controlled. Pellet stoves, ca-

The gas-fired Gnome is safe for bedrooms.

**INDIGENOUS ENTRANCES**

**THE PATTERNS AND DESIGNS** of traditional New Mexican doors reflect centuries of multicultural influence. Not strictly reproductions or adaptations of a specific style, these raised panel and plank designs feature heavily textured surfaces that have been wire-brushed, weather-distressed, adzed, or hand-planed. Available in knotty pine, a combination of alder, pine, and mahogany, or pine and Honduras mahogany, the hand-carved Taos door sells for about $800 to $1,700. Contact Spanish Bird’s-eye maple and red oak planed from lumber harvested a century ago.

**WATER LOGS**

**MOTHER NATURE ISN’T** making wood like this any more. Old-growth logs recovered from the icy bottom of Lake Superior include such woods as bird’s-eye and curly maple, red birch, oak, and elm in widths up to 20". The water-saturated logs require slower seasoning than conventional lumber, and they’re dried at lower temperatures. The result is a furniture-grade wood with a moisture content of 6% to 8%. Finished boards typically sell for three times the price of contemporary fine lumber. Contact Superior Water-Logged Lumber Co., 2200 E. Lake Shore Dr., Ashland, WI 54806, (888) 655-5647 (web site: www.old-logs.com).
Mail-order plans have a long history in shaping the residential architecture of the country. Of the thousands of house plans available today, few exhibit good design and a grasp of historical proportion and detail. So, in response to requests from OHJ readers, the editors have "done the homework": We've hand-picked plans. In each issue, we offer the most attractive, authentic, and buildable of the historical designs, from all periods of American architectural history. Let us know what plans you're looking for.

You can order actual blueprints for all the houses featured. These plans are designed to conform to national building-code standards. However, the requirements of your site and local building codes mean you'll probably need the assistance of a professional designer (your builder may qualify) or an architect.

For the houses shown in this issue, blueprints may include:
- Detailed floor plans showing dimensions for framing. Some may also have detailed layouts and show the location of electrical and plumbing components.
- Interior elevations are included in some plans, showing interior views of kitchen, bath, fireplace, built-ins, and cabinet designs.
- Building cross sections: cornice, fireplace, and cabinet sections when needed to help your builder understand major interior details.
- Framing diagrams that show layouts of framing pieces and their locations for roof, first, and second floors.
- Energy-saving specs, where noteworthy, are included, such as vapor barriers, insulated sheathing, caulking and foam-sealant areas, attic insulation, and attic exhaust ventilators.
- May include foundation plan for basement or crawl space. (Crawl space plans can easily be adapted for full basements by your builder.)
- Why order multiple sets? If you're serious about building, you'll need a set each for the general contractor, mortgage lender, electrician, plumber, heating/ventilating contractor, building permit department, other township use or interior designer, and one for yourself. Ordering the 8-set plan saves money and additional shipping charges.

Other notes:
1. Plans are copyrighted, and they are printed for you when you order. Therefore, they are not refundable.
2. If you would like information on ordering more than eight sets of the same plan, please call our Customer Service Department at (508) 281-8803.
3. Mirror-reverse plans are useful when the house would fit the site better "flipped." For this you need one set of mirror-reverse plans for the contractor; but because the reverse plans have backwards lettering and dimensions, all other sets should be ordered right-reading.
4. Heating and air-conditioning layouts are not included. You need a local mechanical contractor to size and locate the proper unit for your specific conditions of climate and site.

MAIL TO: OHJ House Plan Service, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930
Or call (508) 281-8803 to charge your order.

Please send the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN NAME</th>
<th>PLAN #</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 ONE COMPLETE SET OF WORKING DRAWINGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 FIVE-SET PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 EIGHT-SET PACKAGE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 PLEASE INCLUDE 1 ADDITIONAL SET OF MIRROR-REVERSE @ $25.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD POSTAGE &amp; HANDLING</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEND TO

STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP

CARD #

EXP. DATE

SIGNATURE OF CARDHOLDER

DAYTIME PHONE #

Please allow 3 weeks for delivery.
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Handcrafted Copper Roof Ornaments

- Ridge Cresting
- Weather vanes
- Copper Cornice
- Finials
- Cupolas
- Leader Boxes
- Roof Vents & Plumbing Vent Covers

A unique selection of copper ornaments ready to install or customized to your needs. Catalog $3, refundable with your first order.

VULCAN SUPPLY CORP.
P.O. Box 100  Westford, Vermont  05494

Truly a unique “store within a store,” with over 1,000 pieces of house and furniture hardware, plumbing fittings, wood trims and mouldings, wall coverings, tin ceilings, miscellaneous parts, and more. To order the Elliott's Hardware Plus 56-page hardware catalogue, call toll free 1-888-OLD-TYME (1-888-653-8963) or write PO Box 36027, Dallas, Texas 75235.

ELLIOITTS HARDWARE PLUS

Aluminum Lighting & Mailboxes

Great Prices & Selection... Quality Products!

Color brochure! Great selection of quality aluminum lighting and mailboxes! We can supply large quantity orders for developers, builders, and property owners. We ship UPS.

Brandon Industries
1601 Wilmeth Rd. Dept. OHJ
McKinney, TX 75069
(972) 542-3000
Call or Write for Free Brochure!
Exposed rafter tails, front and side bay windows, a simple truss, and top-divided sashes bring an early-20th-century vigor to this eclectic plan. Inside, Arts & Crafts touches mix with Colonial Revival in a box-beamed ceiling and a pair of colonnaded bookshelves in the living room, a built-in hutch in the dining room, and a butler's pantry between the kitchen and dining room. The three-bedroom, two-and-a-half-bath plan includes a breakfast area with French doors and ample storage.

**Plan AK-02-PV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 5</td>
<td>$260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of 8</td>
<td>$300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedrooms</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathrooms</td>
<td>2½</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square Footage</td>
<td>1,861'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Floor</td>
<td>1,049'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Floor</td>
<td>812'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceiling Height</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Floor</td>
<td>9'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Floor</td>
<td>8'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Dimensions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
<td>28'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>44' (incl. porch)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty can handle many kinds of repair needs. It can be sawed, chiseled, polished, colored, and molded. It sticks and stays put — will not shrink. It fills cracks, crevices, joints, knots, and nail holes.

It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile. Ideal for use by woodworkers, painters, electricians, and carpenters. Available through hardware, lumber, and building material dealers, and paint distributors from coast to coast.

Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304
http://www.waterputty.com

The natural beauty of Trinity and North Country Roofing Slate brings out the best in the roof of any home. Created by the power of nature over 500 million years ago. Trinity and now North Country, natural roofing slates offer a palette of colors, textures and sizes to discerning homeowners. Natural slates are available in a wide range of color variations including green, black, purple and grey, to mention a few. With a range of available thicknesses, roofs can be restored to a smooth overall appearance or a rough hewn texture.

Trinity and North Country slates are available from local inventories and backed by technical and design support. For the roof that matters, choose Trinity and North Country natural roofing slate.

Newfoundland Slate Inc.
North America’s Largest Roof Slate Producer
Telephone 1-800-975-2835 • Fax (416) 281-8842

End Heat Loss! with a Lyemance Top Sealing Fireplace Damper.

- Save up to $100 yearly.
- Eliminate downdrafts.
- Protect against animal invasion.
- Protect against moisture damage.
- Never rusts.

Call 1-800-757-7361 for the name of your local installer & a FREE brochure.
OFFERING TWO CAR BAYS AND A SPACIOUS STUDIO apartment, this combination garage would suit many turn-of-the-century houses, including the Arts & Crafts plan on page 72. Exterior features include divided-light windows, overlay doors, a dormer gable, and a decorative truss. In addition to separate car bays, there's space for a workbench in the garage. The studio plan has its own entrance, a U-shaped kitchen, and a full bath, plus a niche for a desk or dresser.

LAKESIDE CABANA

eminiscient of turn-of-the-century changing rooms found along the shore, this multi-function cabana offers two dressing rooms with outside showers and an equipment room in the back. The 14' x 22' porch, with a wet bar and two storage areas, is a great place for entertaining.

Plan AK-03-GA
Cost .................. $75
Square Footage ...... 954'
  First Floor .......... 529'
  Second Floor ......... 425'
Ceiling Height
  First Floor .......... 8'
  Second Floor ......... 8'
Overall Dimensions
  Width .............. 24'
  Depth .............. 24'

Plan CD-15-GA
Cost .................. $50
Square Footage ...... 132'
Roof Height ........... 16'6"
Overall Dimensions
  Width .............. 22'
  Depth .............. 20'
Custom Made Traditional & Contemporary High Performance Wooden Windows & Doors

- Authentic Historic Reproductions
- Insulated Security Glass
- 7/8" Muntins with True Divided Lite Insulating Glass
- AWI Premium Grade Joinery
- Weight & Pulley Counter Balance Systems
- American & European Hardware Systems
- Stainless Steel Fasteners Throughout

Authentic Carriage House style wood overhead sectional garage doors - any size - any design. Custom garage door millwork from the Northwest's leading wood garage door manufacturer.

Info. Call (206) 931-8900
Holmes Garage Door
Auburn, Washington

Woodstone® is a registered trademark of the Woodstone Company

WOODSTONE

For Brochures: Please send $4.00 for shipping and handling
Dept. OH, Box 223, Westminster, Vermont 05158
Phone 802.722-9217  Fax 802-722-9528
E-Mail: sales@woodstone.com, Web: http://www.woodstone.com

DISCOVER AMERICA'S PROUD PAST
The heart of the home
Antique Heating Stoves Gas AND Wood Ranges

The antique stove has proven itself superior in efficiency, craftsmanship, and quality. Proprietor Steve Black Richardson has a hand-picked collection of these timeless beauties and all have been restored to their original elegance and charm. Steve Black will personally help you find the perfect antique wonder to grace your home's special room. Call for more information.

GOOD TIME STOVE CO.

413-368-3677 - Fax 413-368-9284 - stoveblack@goodtimesove.com - http://www.goodtimesove.com
**KITCHENS** THAT REFLECT YOUR LIFESTYLE

**EXPERT DESIGN • OLD WORLD CRAFTSMANSHIP**

- Stops rot in existing structures
- Poisons the wood against wood destroying organisms
- Safe and easy to use
- Enables the conservation of original wood over replacement
- Cost effective solution

**WOOD CARE SYSTEMS**

751 Kirkland Ave., Kirkland, WA 98033
For more information:
tel: 800-827-3480  fax: 425-822-5800
on-line: www.woodcaresystems.com

---

**FINDERS. KEEPERS.**

Dreaming of a new life and the historic home to go with it?
Then Historic Properties & Estates of Vermont, independent brokers working exclusively for you, the buyer, can help you find it. We seek old homes for those who dream of owning one; we don’t list them. We’ll search for the right home for your needs; research its history and cut through the process of red tape and regulations. Our fees are covered in existing sales commissions when you buy the home.

We live in old homes and are real estate and preservation experts. We'll help you find that keeper you’ll love and treasure for years to come. Call Bene Molloy (Certified Buyer's Broker) and Diane Langevin (Preservation Specialist) today.

**Historic Properties & Estates Of Vermont**

**COME HOME TO HISTORY.**

P.O. Box 952 Route 30
Dorset, Vermont 05251
(802) 362-0618  Fax:(802) 362-0531
http://www.historicpropvt.com

---

**DESIGNER DOORS**

**CUSTOM DESIGNED VINTAGE GARAGE DOORS**

- Patented Construction Methods to replicate vintage door looks with automatic overhead operation

**Top Quality Woods**

**CONTACT:**

**DESIGNER DOORS, INC.**

283 TROY STREET
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
1-(800)-241-0525

Locations in
MINNEAPOLIS • CHICAGO • BOSTON • ATLANTA
Available Nationwide

*Doors that will open your eyes!*
Real Estate


EUREKA, CA—Historic houses (including lots) owned by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) are being offered for sale in the last remaining sealed bid sale this year, scheduled for November 3, 1997. The houses present a remarkable array of 19th Century architectural style, including Queen Anne, Colonial Revival, and Eastlake. Most are contributing to a Natl register-eligible historic district. The houses on sale in November, will be available for inspection on October 3 and 18, 1997, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Further information may be obtained from the Excess Lands Office, California Department of Transportation, 1650 Union Street, P.O. Box 3700, Eureka, CA 95502-3700. (707)445-6428/6426. Internet web site: http://www.dot.ca.gov/property/


LEXINGTON, MO—Ca. 1858 Antebellum 2 story frame w/brick ell. Front balcony, rear gallery porch, 4 BR, 2 1/2 baths, 8 fpl, large DR w/ butlernut pantry. Mostly restored in Natl historic district. (566)259-6678.

LEXINGTON, MO—Pristine Greek Revival on picturesque acre. Built on Santa Fe trail in 1840's, addition added 1859. 4000 sq. ft. Carriage house. Minimal alterations, thoughtfully adapted. 5 BR, 2 kitchens, central hallway w/elegant staircase. On Natl register. 40 miles east of Kansas City. $398,000. (816)259-6678.

ASHVILLE, NC—Beautifully restored 5,000 sq ft shingle style/1935 next to historic Grove Park Inn golf course. Best location (very private) gorgeous views and garden. Two studios/office/guest or rental apartments. Not zoned B&B. $449,000. (803)886-6230.

MURFREESBORO, NC—Ca. 1820 brick Federal townhouse Natl Register, in protected historic district of quiet college town. Full municipal services, low taxes. Award winning restoration, 2400 sq. ft., 3 BR, 2 1/2 baths, 3-zone heat & air, elegant original features. $287,000. (910)395-8162.
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LEXINGTON, MO—Ca. 1858 Victorian, 15 rms, bav windows, pocket doors, built-in workroom, workshop, 3-door gardens, historic integrity maintained. 5219,000. (908)806-6679.

BRIDGTON, NJ—English Tudor 1933 house in state's largest historic district's most picturesque area. Well maintained quality construction home. County Seat rural Cumberland. Three BR, 2 1/2 baths, sunroom, fpl, spacious study, screened rear porch. $129,000. Dick Erickson. (703)306-4604.

RINGOES, NJ—Ca. 1860 Victorian in historic village. 9+ ft. ceilings, front and back staircase, 2 story bay window, slate roof, honey pine floors, modern kitchen and baths, clawfoot tub, circular deck, detached workshop, period gardens, historic integrity maintained. $219,000. (908)866-6797.

MT TABOR, NJ—est. 1869 quiet, picturesque Victorian village, offers available homes from doll house to grand. Walk to NYC train, stores, restaurants, golf, tennis, lake. For introductory package, send name and address to MTHS, P.O. Box 271, MT Tabor, NJ 07578.


PEARL RIVER, NY—Ca. 1760 Natl Trust Dutch farmhouse wide-plank floors, hand-hewn beams, 3 fpl, 10 rms, 2 baths. Approx. 1/2 acre. Double garage w/ loft. 30 min. to Manhattan. $349,000. (914)735-8816.

PEEKSILL, NY—Beautifully restored 1892 Victorian, 15 rms, bay windows, pocket doors, original woodwork. Includes 1,000 sq. ft. artist's studio w/16 ft. gabled ceilings.
Vintage garden w/ pergola, arbors. One hr from Manhattan on Hudson River. Nat'l register-eligible. $229,000. (914) 782-NATIONVIDK—Oldest homes, estates, fixer-uppers, potential country inns and B&B's, for sale nationwide. Real gems, all price ranges and locations. Possible tax benefits & credits. Free catalog to preservation minded buyers/sellers. Contact: Historic Homes & Conservation Properties, P.O. Box 3505, McLean, VA 22103; (703) 506-4400.

LEETONIA, OH—1864 Italianate, fully restored, 4,200 sq. ft. Original woodwork, lovely curved staircase, 5 BR, 3 baths, 6 fpl, full basement. New furnaces, 3 car garage, 1 acre + lot, extensive perennial gardens. Commute to Pittsburgh, Cleveland. Video available. $169,000. (330) 427-0637.


STAFFORD, PA—Victorian walls holding a century of memories. Six BR, 3 1/2 baths. $325,000. Matt Heim, (610) 687-6300.

VILLANOVA, PA—Impressive 18th C. residence on 2 + acres, 8 BR, 5 1/2 baths, 4 fpl. Convenient locale. $535,000. Call Matt Heim, (610) 689-6300.

EHRRHART, SC—Low Country, quaint village, Greek revival mansion, 6 BR w/private bath, TV, A/C, fpl, furnished, separate owners quarters, indoor pool, spa, sauna, banquet hall, 3-car garage. Operating B&B possible antique shop & restaurant or corporate retreat. $319,000. Call (904) 348-2020.

GEORGETOWN, SC—Ca. 1737. Three BR, 2 baths home located in the heart of the historic district & has been home to many distinguished South Carolinians. Be a part of Georgetown's historic past. $249,900. Realty World—The Real Estate Service Center (803) 527-7884.

PETERSBURG, VA—"A Southern Beauty". Live the gracious life, be part of the dynamic rediscovery of historic Petersburg on the Appomattox. The Lenoir House is one of many fine 18th & 19th C. properties available. Finely-proportioned ca.1780-1820 house has notable woodwork & original heart pine floors. Habitable but needs restoration. $125,000. Call for brochure. Historic Petersburg Foundation. (804) 732-2066.

SUFFOLK, VA—1810 Cypress sided Southern Colonial estate. Nearly 4,500 sq. ft., 7 fpl, 6 BR, 2 + 3/4 baths, study, formal DR and SR. Detached carriage house & formal Boxwood gardens on more or less 1 acre grounds. $225,000. Owner, collect (757) 539-7979.

EAST ORANGE, VT—Fish Pond Farm ca. 1810. Lovely restored 3,000 sq. ft. cape house, plus stunning guest "Pond House" on 215 beautiful acres. Barns, 3 gorgeous ponds, miles of back country trails. For brochure and web site address. (802) 349-5700.

GRAFTON, VT—Ca. 1844 Greek Revival farmhouse on 2 acres, in a picturesque VT setting. Historically & tastefully restored. 8 rms, 4 baths. LOTS of room for expansion. Small cottage. Ideal location for antique shop or B&B. Central to all kinds of activities. Tom Chiffriller, owner. Complete details, (802) 843-2515.

POULINEY, VT—1840 restored farmhouse, 7 rms, 1 1/2 baths, 24' cathedral ceiling kitchen, flr, fpl, bookcases, new cabinets,
WE CAN TOP IT.

With Capstone®, the newest premium laminated shingle from Elk. Offered in three versatile color blends, Capstone has earned wind resistant and Class “A” fire ratings from Underwriters Laboratories. And we back it with our Umbrella Coverage® — a thirty-year limited warranty.*

Capstone’s mottled color and slate-like impression will lend character to your carefully-restored jewel. And what ordinary shingle can do that?

Call your local contractor, call 800-650-0355, or visit our web site at www.elkcorp.com for details.

NO MATTER HOW WELL YOUR RESTORATION TURNS OUT,

ELECTRIC COUNTRY CHARM RANGE

CAST IRON modern electric range with automatic oven, oven timer and minute minder. Authentic reproduction. Easy-care porcelain top. Coffee mill clock completes the antique look. Prices start at $2,395. We also have built-in microwaves and wall ovens.

Quality backed by over 45 years of Skilled Craftsmanship.

COUNTRY CHARM Appliance Folder and Gift Catalog $3.00

Made and Sold Only by THE HOUSE OF WEBSTER
“Old Fashioned Gifts” BOX OJ9709, ROGERS, ARK. 72757

VENTINOX Liners Save Chimneys!
...and provide safe, reliable venting for gas, oil and wood.

- Restores deteriorated chimneys
- Preserves aesthetic appearance
- Protects against harmful flue gases
- Improves chimney performance

Complete lining systems for all types of heating appliances & fireplaces.

Call today for FREE information! 518-463-7284

ProTech Systems, Inc. 26 Gansevoort St., Albany, NY 12202 Leaders In Chimney Technology

VICTORIAN & CONTEMPORARY BATHROOM PRODUCTS

Jetted & Soaking Bathtubs Pedestal & Drop-in Sinks

We also carry Acrylic Shower Bases, Toilets, Pedestal Sinks, Faucets, Light Fixtures, Architectural Mouldings, Textured Wallpapers & Friezes, and Hardware.

For a complete 60-page product packet with pictures, sizes, colors and prices, send $18 (refundable with order), or you may request a free brochure and composite sheet.

NORTHSTAR ACRYLIC DESIGNS P.O. Box 370350 Denver, CO 80237 Toll Free (888) 828-8827 Fax (303) 337-8288 www.northstaracrylics.com
Many Years Ago
we announced the renewed availability
of our old-fashioned, solid wood
Architectural Details!

Soon our quality Details were
turning up on the best dressed
porches. Now, 10 thousand porches
later, we've written the book! With
208 pages of authoritative insight,
numerous construction details, and
over ninety comparative drawings,
Porches is really a must for anyone
planning a porch.

EMPORIUM

Real Estate (continued)

WOOD VENETIAN BLINDS—Eight blinds
made by the Burlington Venetian Blind
Company. Four blinds are 30" x 64". The
other 4 are 33" x 64" high. Call (718)227-
9019.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS— Tin Ceilings,
wall panels, corner plates, borders, corn­
ices. Varying patterns-in-place, 2 levels,
in 4800 sq. ft. building once used as a 3 +
10. You arrange removal & save lots of
money. Prices are negotiable. Central
MA location. Call (508)886-6346.

STAINED GLASS WINDOWS— Three identi­
tical stacked pairs, each pair 35 &1/2" long
x 36" wide, cal. 1890, $1500 or best offer.
Matched pair Fluer-de-lis design, each
26" long x 36" wide, $750 or best offer.
Four pastel geometric design, each 43"
long x 44" wide, $400. (815)434-0650.

DIRECTORY OF OHIO—R.L. Polk & Co.'s
Architects, Builders & Contractors' 
Directory of Ohio 1894-1895. Great ads,
photos & engravings, complete. 416
pages. Good condition. $125.00 post-paid.
(719)689-2346.

POST AND BEAM STRUCTURE—Ca.
1870's. To be dismantled, 2 story,
30 x 30 foursquare. Nearly original condition.
Potsdam, N.Y. $16,000. (603)252-6473.

BABY GRAND PIANO—Ca. 1750 built by
Josef Mayer of Vienna, ornate carved
music holder, carved candle pull outs,
ivory keys, burl wood, exc. condition.
Must sacrifice, moving. $10,000.
(813)677-7989.

BRASS DOORKNOBS—Complete with
matching rosettes, American, Early 20th
C. Solid Brass, simply turnings. Georg­
man design. Call (508)886-6046.

MISC. KI. J ANPOL'S—Victorian ceiling fix­
tures, table lamps, several Victorian
mahogany chairs, 4 upholstered dining
chairs; old kitchen table & 2 chairs
for sale. All in exc. condition. (304)932-9703.

FOR SALE—Cap Cod. Eastham—Reproduction
Cape Salt Box Hall House. Beautiful
antiques/wallpapers, spiral staircases
huge mill beams. Wildflowers, gardens,
sweeping decks, watterily pond, very
quiet, in woods, near Nat'l Seashore;
bike trails, sleeps 6. $975/week; off sea­

For Rent

CAPE COD, EASTHAM— Reproduction
Cape Salt Box Hall House. Beautiful
antiques/wallpapers, spiral staircases
huge mill beams. Wildflowers, gardens,
sweeping decks, waterilly pond, very
quiet, in woods, near Nat'l Seashore;
bike trails, sleeps 6, $975/week; off sea­

UNION, WV— Elmwood, 1838 Greek
Revival home and brick barn listed on
Nat'l Register. Fourteen-room, 3-storey
on 15 acres. Black marble fpl, elegant
woodwork throughout. Rural location
30 minutes from world-famous Green­
wich Hotel. Brochure available.
$75,000. Owner (903)645-2522.

DI Nitti, R.I—Ca. 1750 built by
Josef Mayer of Vienna, ornate carved
music holder, carved candle pull outs,
ivory keys, burl wood, exc. condition.
Must sacrifice, moving. $10,000.
(813)677-7989.

DIRECTORY OF OHIO—R.L. Polk & Co.'s
Architects, Builders & Contractors' 
Directory of Ohio 1894-1895. Great ads,
photos & engravings, complete. 416
pages. Good condition. $125.00 post-paid.
(719)689-2346.

POST AND BEAM STRUCTURE—Ca.
1870's. To be dismantled, 2 story,
30 x 30 foursquare. Nearly original condition.
Potsdam, N.Y. $16,000. (603)252-6473.

BABY GRAND PIANO—Ca. 1750 built by
Josef Mayer of Vienna, ornate carved
music holder, carved candle pull outs,
ivory keys, burl wood, exc. condition.
Must sacrifice, moving. $10,000.
(813)677-7989.

BRASS DOORKNOBS—Complete with
matching rosettes, American, Early 20th
C. Solid Brass, simply turnings. Georg­
man design. Call (508)886-6046.

MISC. KI. J ANPOL'S—Victorian ceiling fix­
tures, table lamps, several Victorian
mahogany chairs, 4 upholstered dining
chairs; old kitchen table & 2 chairs
for sale. All in exc. condition. (304)932-9703.

FOR SALE—Cap Cod. Eastham—Reproduction
Cape Salt Box Hall House. Beautiful
antiques/wallpapers, spiral staircases
huge mill beams. Wildflowers, gardens,
sweeping decks, waterilly pond, very
quiet, in woods, near Nat'l Seashore;
bike trails, sleeps 6, $975/week; off sea­
Bird Control That Works!

Nixalite Stainless Steel Porcupine Wire
- It Works!
- Long Lasting
- Humane
- Inconspicuous
- Repels All Birds
- Easy To Install

Proven effective since 1950!
Ph: 800/624-1189
Fax: 800/624-1196
Web - http://www.nixalite.com

Nixalite of America Inc
1025 16th Ave OHJ
East Moline, IL 61244
309/755-8771 Fax: 309/755-0077

Breath of Fresh Air
Handcrafted workmanship.
Genuine Old Fashioned Milk Paint.
Old Cupboard doors.
Early American styling at its finest.
A breath of fresh air, from your friends at Crown Point Cabinetry.

153 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 • Claremont, NH • 03743
Ph: 800-999-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

IRON ART
Acorn introduces a "smoke'n" new line of hand forged ornamental door cabinet and bath hardware - Iron Art door knockers, door knobs and handles.

To get your hands on these unique and beautiful hardware accessories call 1-800-835-0121 today for the Acorn Iron Art catalog of products.

ARVID'S WOODS
2500 HEWITT AVENUE, EVERETT, WA 98201
1-800-627-8437
FAX: 1-206-258-4334

Historical & Architectural Mouldings & Accessories
- Custom, special order and stock mouldings and accessories
- Custom woodworking: Fireplace mantels, AV cabinetry, doors & stair parts
- Finish lumber, plywood, hardwoods: Custom material preparation
- 120-page catalog $6.00
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MISCELLANEOUS Claw foot tub, old toilets, sinks including pedestal sinks, stoves, old street lights, slate mantels, porch columns, wooden shutters, lighting rod parts. (410)523-7813.

PEDESTAL SINK AND CLAWFOOT TUB — Tub is 4 ft. long and both are Kohler brand. $500. Philco Cathedral radio, $100. Also, light fixtures. (217)228-1257.

DECORATIVE TIN CEILING — Antique ceiling + wall panels. Brian Greer (519)743-9710.

WANTED

HOUSE HUNTING — Young, working couple needs reasonably priced townhouse or building downtown Manhattan to raise family. We have the skills & perseverance to restore a wreck. Flexible on location. Contact John Casey or Nancy Smith at (212)633-9466.

PLATE WARMER RADIATOR — Need a cast iron water radiator for my kitchen w/ racks to act as a plate warmer. Maximum size is 32" high by 36" wide. (Depth is flexible). Call Patrick Fortin (617)729-9305.

TILES & DOORS — 3" x 6" white ceramic tiles (crazed and discolored greatly) and 24" or 30" x 80" (approximately) interior or two-panel doors, or same sized 15 pane French doors, for 1820's central New Jersey house. (212)873-9854.

SELECTOR SWITCH FOR JENN-AIR IMPERIAL OVEN — Model 2539A, Part # 7240. If you can help, contact 3606 N. Indian River Dr., Cocoa, FL. 32926 or call (407)356-2134.

SHUTTER HINGES — Portion fastened to window frame — 2 1/4" high x 1 1/2" wide, pin diameter of 3/16". Need 12 left hinges and 6 right hinges. Also Victorian pump organ — walnut/oak. (must be in NJ area). Call Fred Young at (609)235-0379.

GRAND OLD HOME — Prefer original detailed elegant home. Could need TLC. What’s important is impressive exterior/interior (may consider quaint.) Prefer Hudson Valley or VA, or PA. Would like large lot, entrance gates, out buildings, interior details. Send photos/details to R. Mannino, 60 Scheffelin Ave, S I N Y 10366. (718)680-5403.

Events

“ATLANTIQUE CITY” Holiday Fair — October 18 & 19, largest indoor antique & collectibles show in the World. Fifteen hundred booths. The New Atlantic City Convention Center in Atlantic City, NJ. Information: Brinfield Associates Inc. For a free courtesy pack call 1/(800) 526-3724.

NEW ENGLAND ARTISANS GUILD — Arts & Crafts movement furnishings and interior design. Friday September 19, 6:30 lecture on “Frank Lloyd Wright and The House Beautiful” by John Arthur. First Unitarian Church in Newton, MA. Further information, please call John Burrows at (617)992-1812.

CRAFTS, CONCERTS, FIREWORKS — August 30 & 31 in Winterthur Delaware. Saturday’s admission includes all the festivities. Sunday’s admission includes a concert by the Delaware Symphony Orchestra. For information call (800)448-3583.

HOUSE TOUR OF THE BOROUGH OF MANCHESTER, PA — Historic neighborhood on the Northside of the city announces it’s first tour since 1982. On Sunday August 17 see stunning Victorian Mansions and unique homes created from old commercial buildings. Call (412)321-7760.

HOUSE TOUR & FAIR — On September 7, Almeda, CA’s golden House Tour features 8 houses spanning 50 years of architecture. “Old World” style fair held in Almeda’s Gold Coast. For more info call Almeda Preservation Society, (510)986-9232.


GREAT AMERICAN HOME AWARDS — If you have restored or rehabilitated an older house w/ in the past 5 years, consider entering the 1998 contest. Categories vary. For information and entry forms, send your name and address to: Great American Home Awards, 175 Massachusetts Ave., NW Washington, D.C. Or call (202)588-6283.

TOUR CHURCHES AND GARDENS — Stockade Walkabout, September 27th, 10-4 p.m. Tour old homes, churches and gardens in Schenectady, NY. For information call Historical Society at (518)374-0263.

“OLD HOUSE REVIVAL” — September 19-20 in York, PA discuss your architectural needs w/ experts. There will be
COPPER • BRASS
BRONZE & PEWTER
METAL COATINGS
(WATER BASE FOR ALL SURFACES)

PATINA
ANTIQUE FINISHES
VERDIGRIS, GREEN, BLUE
BLACK, BROWN, BURGUNDY

FREE BROCHURE
1-800-882-7004

TRADITIONAL
STORMS & SCREENS
Still the best product you can put on your window!
Costs less than you think!
Quick turn-around!
Energy efficient for both heating and cooling
Simplicity itself, easy to measure and fit
Quality mortise-and-tenon construction
Solid pine, no finger jointing
Custom made to your size
Preservative treated for long life.

300 Trails Rd.
Eldridge, IA 52748
PH (319) 285-8000
FAX (319) 285-8003

THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF
SPIRAL STAIR KITS
THE IRON SHOP

Call for the FREE 32 page color catalog:
1-800-523-7427 Ext. HJ97
or visit our Web Site at https://www.theironshop.com

Quality and Value, Since 1931
METAL
OAK
VICTORIAN

Only $425
for 3'/6" Diameter
11-Riser 12-1/2 A.
Broomall, PA

Only $1575
for 4'/0" Diameter
11-Riser 16-1/2 A.
Broomall, PA

Only $300
for 4'/4" Diameter
11-Riser 20-1/2 A.
Broomall, PA

•Diameters 3'/6" to 7'/0"
•Kits or Welded Units
•All Oak Construction
•Diameters 4'/0" to 6'/0"

Mail to: The Iron Shop, Dept. HJ97, Box 547,
400 Reed Rd., Broomall, PA 19008.

THE IRON SHOP

Please send me the FREE 32 page color catalog:
Name
City State Zip

Phone: 800-882-7004 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

CROWNPOINT CABINETRY
153 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 Claremont, NH • 03743
Period styling.
Handcrafted to the finest quality.
Timeless & Enduring

FACTORY DIRECT VICTORIAN FURNITURE
Shop with us at Heirloom Reproductions for the finest, most authentic, Victorian furnishings. Choose from a vast selection of Victorian pieces, all hand-carved in solid mahogany! Our 150-page catalog offers everything needed to make your home a Victorian treasure—sofas, chairs, marble-top tables, bedrooms, dining rooms, hall trees, curios, lamps, wardrobes, clocks and entertainment centers plus hundreds of fabrics and custom finishes!

For more information, call toll-free: 1-800-288-1513
MasterCard / VISA Accepted
Ask for promo code and 10% off list.

OR SEND $3 FOR CATALOG TO:
HEIRLOOM REPRODUCTIONS, 1834 West 5th Street, Dept. OHJ, Montgomery, AL 36106

EMPORIUM
Displays, programs, and demonstrations. No admission. 224 North George St., call (717)843-0520.

SCENIC DRIVE—October 4, 5, 11, 12, On Walnut Grove Park in Knoxville, IL. Share the beauty of stunning fall colors. Also join in on basketmaking, blacksmithing, woodcarving, quilting, etc. Call (309)250-4770.

CONCERTS—July 11—August 22 the Mohonk Festival of the Arts ’97, in New Paltz, NY, presents a summer of Music and Performance. For information call (914)255-1000.

HISTORIC HOUSE TOURS—One of the finest fall house tours in the Southeast. For more information, (704)636-0105.

For more information, or to place a classified ad, please write to:
Emporium Editor
Old-House Journal
Attn: Emporium Editor
3 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930

REMOVING STAINS FROM HARDWOOD FLOORS

Q: A planter pot left a dark ring on our oak entry. Is there an effective way to remove such an unsightly stain without refinishing the floor?
Sam B. Duluth, MN

A: Water stains can be removed from wood but the process requires time and patience. A professional strength wood bleach like Wood Kote Lite-N-Up™ should be applied carefully. Lite-N-Up™ uses a patented, dual solution process that gives you control of the degree of bleaching desired. To avoid bleaching the wood surrounding the stain, use a cotton swab to dab the mixture directly on the affected area. You may re-apply the bleach as soon as the wood dries. Repeat the process only until the stained area matches the adjoining wood. Lite-N-Up™ is a self neutralizing wood bleach that does not require stain controllers or extensive rinsing after use.

Have a staining or finishing question? Ask Wood-Kote!
Please write to Dept. Q.
P.O. Box 17192
Portland, OR 97217
or Fax to (503) 285-8374
http://www.woodkote.com
E-mail: woodkote@teleport.com

"The Professional Woodworker's Choice Since 1945"
WIDE FLOORING AND PANELING

OAK AND PINE: 8" to 26" wide

For easy installation of beautiful floors, Craftsman Lumber Company offers wide boards that are:

- Dried properly in our own kilns.
- Edges jointed straight and true.
- All boards meet, or exceed, NELMA specifications.
- 100% of order is usable when received. No defect allowance necessary.
- Knowledgable advice and information on proper installation.
- Warranty on all products.

Wide boards from Craftsman Lumber Company have been satisfying architects, builders and homeowners nationwide since 1974. All our boards are created exactly to your specifications. Send $2.00 for literature and grading photos, or phone Charles Thibeau at (508) 448-5621.

The Craftsman Lumber Company
Box 222J, 436 Main Street
Groton, Massachusetts 01450

Feast for the Eyes

Tilt-out storage bins.
Apothecary drawers.
Wainscoting panels.
Handsome Shaker styling.
Quality handcrafted workmanship.
A feast for the eyes, all from your friends at Crown Point Cabinetry.

Crown Point Cabinetry
153 Charlestown Road • PO Box 1560 Claremont, NH • 03743
Phone: 800-099-4994 • Fax: 800-370-1218
http://www.crown-point.com

Architectural Antiques

Premier source for salvage items nationwide.

- Doors, windows, stained glass
- Brass lighting fixtures
- Victorian plumbing fixtures & accessories
- Fireplace mantles and accessories

Visit our picturesque Maine oceanfront location, where Yankee value is still important. Select from thousands of quality architectural items.

Architectural Antiques
Harborside, ME 04642 • (207) 316-4938
Call to order video or to receive free brochure

CUSTOM LETTERED HISTORIC PLACQUES

- Cast bronze or aluminum
- All sizes from medallion to road signs
- Graphics and logos
- Discounts to Historical Societies
- Time Capsules
- Custom wording from $78
- National Register plaques from $35

Rush service available • Satisfaction Guaranteed

Visit our Internet site at
http://buttons.webrover.com/erielc/

Frie Landmark Company
4449 Brookfield Corporate Drive
Chantilly, VA 20151-1681
FREE BROCHURE
Call: 800-874-7848
Fax: 703-818-2157
EMPIRIUM Restoration Services

This classified section is available to designers, consultants, contractors, and craftspeople offering restoration services.

**Architectural Services**

ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES — Thoughtful and knowledgeable architectural preservation services that meet owners’ needs and respect for their buildings. Brief consultations to full services — building evaluations, research, trouble-shooting, technical assistance, historic structure reports, architectural services for restoration, conservation and addition. The Office of Allen Charles Hill, AIA, Historic Preservation & Architecture, 25 Englewood Rd., Winchester, MA 01890-1303. (617) 729-0748.

**Building Portraits**

BUILDING PORTRAITS — Finely crafted watercolor facade drawings for your home or admired building taken from your photographs and/or drawings or plans. Contact: Robert J. Leanna II, 41 Green St., Newburyport, MA 01950. (508) 465-1995.

**Financial Services**

FINANCIAL SERVICES — Whether you are renovating an older home or want to buy an older home to restore, we can help take the frustration out of obtaining a loan. 84 pages of information, charts, and work sheets that help you cut through the red tape quickly. For more information write to Helfrick Wisdom Enterprises, Inc. P.O. Box 28607, Fountain Hills, AZ 85269, or fax us at 602-816-4937.

**Home Inspection Services**

COMPLETE HOME INSPECTION SERVICES — Providing methods of repair with cost estimates, pre-purchase home inspections and expert witness testimony. ASHI member and third generation master restoration carpenter. Twenty-five years of hands-on experience does make a difference. For more information and a free curriculum vitae contact the office of Ross Gibson, 47 Ginty Dr. North East, MD 21901. (410) 378-3180.

**Masonry & Plaster**

PLASTERING CONSULTANT — Let a 35-year master craftsman in plain and ornamental plastering walk you through a large or small job, from the first idea through successful completion. Don Smith, 476 Olivette Rd., Asheville, NC 28804. (704) 254-5161. best time to call, 5-10 p.m. EST.

**Painting & Color Schemes**

THE COLOR PEOPLE — Our experience shows after 15 years and hundreds of buildings in 46 states. Others have copied our mail order service, but the beauty of our homes can’t be duplicated. The Color People, 1522 Blake Street, #300, Denver, CO 80202. (800) 541-7174, fax (303) 534-4660.

DISTINCTIVE DESIGN — See the result before it’s painted. Have an experienced, professional designer create a color scheme for your home’s exterior. Detailed instructions for your painter. Enhance architectural details, avoid costly mistakes, escape indecision. Satisfaction guaranteed. Available nationwide by mail. 108 Cherry Street, Katonah, NY 10536. (800) 668-0067.

EXTERIOR DECORATOR — Add “Class,” “Elegance,” and “Style,” using a color scheme and/or architectural embellishment to improve the character of your home or business. The Turning Point Woodworks, 1270 Grand Ave., St. Paul, MN 55105. (612) 668-4258 or fax (612) 668-7771.

**Preservation Specialist**


**Structural**

STRUCTURAL RESTORATION — Specialists in structural member replacement to Colonial timberframe homes, barns, grist mills and log cabins. 30 years experience in jacking, squaring, sill replacement, and interior and exterior restorations. Repair to structures damaged by natural disasters. Consulting services available nationwide. George Yonnone Restorations, RD2 West Center Rd., West Stockbridge, MA 01266. Phone/fax (413) 232-7560.

**Wood Stripping**

HONE WOODSTRIPPING AND REFINISHING, INC. — All architectural wood finishes expertly stripped and refinished, since 1965. New Jersey based; will travel. Free estimates, fully insured. Contact: Jack Hone, 5 Spring Lane, Warren, NJ 07059. (908) 647-7120.


Rates are $200 for the first 40 words, $4.00 for each additional word. The deadline for inclusion is the 1st of the month 2 months prior to publication (January 1st for March/April issue). Submissions must be in writing and accompanied by a check. Mail to: Old-House Journal Restoration Services, The Blackburn Tavern, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.
New limited edition reprint of a rare circa 1917 kitchen plan book. Includes 50 plans of model kitchens from a competition participated in by 343 of the leading architects and architectural draughtsmen of America. 50 complete designs with plans, elevations, drawings and illustrations. 56 pages.

$29.95/softcover, plus $4.00 S&H

VISA, M/C ORDERS...call 1 800 350-3363

Or mail check to
AMERICAN BUNGALOW MAGAZINE
123 S. Baldwin Ave., Post Office Box 756
Sierra Madre, CA 91025-0756.

Literature at $3.00, available through:
Primrose Distributing
54445 Rose Road South Bend, IN 46628 (800) 222-3092

The Heart of Your Heritage Home.
The Olde Stove Works carries the largest selection of heritage style cookstoves in North America.
Natural Gas ~ Propane ~ Oil Electric ~ Wood ~ Coal

The Olde Stove Works
ESTABLISHED 1983
Phone (604) 826-5609 Fax (604) 826-9228
33507 Thompson Ave, Mission, B.C., Canada V2N 2W9
Phone, fax or write for a complete catalogue and price list. Only $7.95

Make Tough, Flexible Molds in 1 Easy Application

MasterMold 12-3

- Brush on, build-up
- Reproduces exquisite details
- Ideal for vertical and overhead surfaces
- Conquers severe undercuts
- Use again and again
- Safe

Replicate capitals, moldings, finials, ceiling medallions, cabriole legs, ceramics, carvings, statues ...

ABATRON, INC.
800-445-1754
5501 95th Ave., Dept. OH, Kenosha, WI 53144 USA
Restore Cracked Plaster Walls & Ceilings
Easy One Day Applications

- Vapor Barrier
- Cost Effective
- 1 Day Application
- Remove No Trim

**HOW TO USE THE **NU-WAL**® SYSTEM:**

1. Cut fiberglass mat 2" longer than height.
2. Apply saturant to area to be covered.
3. Apply fiberglass mat to wet surface.
4. Trim excess mat where wall meets ceiling.
5. Trim mat at baseboard and window.
6. Trim mat at outlets, switches, etc.
7. Apply second coat of saturant to wet mat.
8. Apply 1st coat of saturant to adjacent area.
9. Apply mat to 2nd area, overlapping by 1".
10. Cut down center of overlap (both layers).
11. Remove mat strips on both sides of cut.
12. Apply 2nd coat of saturant (include seam).

Make Walls & Ceilings Like New!

**SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS, INC.**
824 Keeler Street • Boone, IA 50036
800-247-3932

email: sales@spec-chem.com
donline: http://www.spec-chem.com

---

**Push Button Light Switches**

**DIMMER & SINGLE & 3-WAY**

SOLID BRASS COVERS
- DECORATIVE
- PLAIN
- CHROME
- BROWN
- IVORY
- OAK

For Catalog Send $1.50 to:
Classic Accents
P.O. Box 1181 • Dept. OH
Southgate, MI 48195
(313) 282-5525

---

**ANTIQUE HEART PINE FLOORING**

T&G Planks up to 11" wide
EXPOSED BEAMS
Dry • Aged - Superb
Heart Pine Stairparts

**ANTIQUE HEART CYPRESS**
Custom Milling • Doors
Paneling • Shutters

**AMERICAN HARDWOOD FLOORING**
Beautiful
Unfinished or Prefinished
Naildown or Gluedown

For a Free Brochure, call:
(504) 567-1155
http://www.io.com/~webreach/
AlbanyWoodworks.html

**Albany Woodworks**
P.O. BOX 729, ALBANY, LA 70711
Add beauty, warmth and European style and grace to your home with fine French Oak. These are beautiful, durable, wide, and elegant, solid wood planks, precision milled to create superb flooring.

**WOODHOUSE**

PO. Box 7336 Rocky Mount, NC 27804
919-977-7336

Free brochure & pricing guide. $15 Sample kits (refundable)
Vixen Hill Cedar Shutters Stand the Test of Time!

Finally! Authentic wood shutters that are beautiful, long-lasting and easy to live with.

The natural qualities of our hand-selected clear cedar keep your Vixen Hill Shutters "healthy" by repelling insects and preventing rot. In addition, our cedar's porous long-grain fiber provides exceptional strength and a superior surface for easy staining or painting.

Over time, Vixen Hill Cedar Shutters are the most cost-effective solution to your shutter needs—combining authentic shutter design with a better-performing, more-durable material.

Plaster Washers

Now you can save and restore your plaster ceilings and walls for just pennies.

Charles St. Supply Co.
54 Charles Street
Boston Ma. 02114

Call: (617) 367-9046
or toll free (800) 352-9360
Fax: (617) 367-0682
Volume Discounts
Next day delivery available
All major credit cards accepted
10% discount for $100 or more
Complete starter kit $35.00 & up.
(plus S&H, UPS)
**American Craftsman**

Neil Kelly Signature Cabinets presents its unique American Craftsman collection inspired by Arts And Crafts-style furniture. Write or phone for our brochure.

804 N. Alberta Portland, OR 97217 503/288-7461

---

**Save Up To 50% On Home Heating Cost**

And never have to buy fuel—wood, oil, gas, kerosene—ever again.

Hydro-Sil is a unique zone heating system that can save you hundreds of dollars in home heating costs. It can replace or supplement your electric heat, oil or gas furnace. Your kerosene heaters and woodstoves.

Hydro-Sil heating works like this: inside the heater case is a sealed copper tube filled with a harmless silicone fluid that will never spill, leak, boil or freeze. It's permanent. You'll never run out. Running through the liquid is a hydroelectric element that, when the thermostat is turned on, quickly warms the liquid. The silicone liquid with its heat retention qualities continues to heat after the Hydro element shuts off, saving you money. The heat radiating from the tube is directed into a gentle convection flow that delivers warm, comfortable heat into the room. Hydro-Sil will give clean, safe, healthful and inexpensive floor to ceiling comfort.

**Order Today and Save. Two Models To Choose From**

PORTABLE 110 VOLT PERMANENT 220 VOLT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approx. Area To Heat</th>
<th>220 Volt</th>
<th>Discount Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8' 2000 watts</td>
<td>300 sq. ft.</td>
<td>$249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6' 1500 watts</td>
<td>200 sq. ft.</td>
<td>$299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' 1250 watts</td>
<td>150 sq. ft.</td>
<td>$219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4' 1000 watts</td>
<td>100 sq. ft.</td>
<td>$179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3' 750 watts</td>
<td>75 sq. ft.</td>
<td>$119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hydro-Sil Portables 110V**

- 6' Hydro-Max 750-1500 watts $229
- 6' Standard Silicone - 1500w $199
- 4 Convector - Dual watt $179
- 3' 750 watts - Silicone $169

$15.00 shipping per heater

Total Amount

You Can Do Something About the High Cost of Winter Heating

Order by Phone or Mail, Credit Card or Check • MasterCard-VISA

CREDIT ORDERS ACCT. #: 1-800-627-9276 EXP. DATE

MAIL TO: HYDRO-SIL, PO BOX 662, FORT MILL, SC 29715

---

**Seasonal Discount Factory Sale**

**Lifetime Warranty**

ORDER TODAY AND SAVE. TWO MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM PORTABLE 110 VOLT PERMANENT 220 VOLT
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Building Components


3. ROOFING SLATE — Compete range of natural slate roofing in black, purple, green, gray and verigated. A wide variety of sizes and thickness with unfading, semi-weathering & weathering characteristics. Free literature. Newfoundland Slate, Inc.

4. RESTORATION GLASS — Imperfect glass is perfect for restoration work. Each sheet is made by using the original cylinder method. Free brochure. Bendheim Glass.


52. EXTRA-WIDE BOARDS — Pine boards for flooring or paneling. Custom mouldings and millwork. Literature, $2.25. Craftsman Lumber.


548. MANUAL DUMBWAITERS — The Silent Servant incorporates many unique features to deliver smooth, quiet operation with a minimum of effort. For residential and commercial applications. Free brochure. Miller Manufacturing, Inc.


64. ELEVATORS — Manufacturers of residence elevators, stair lifts, and dumbwaiters. Free brochure. Inclinator Company of America.

65. WALL RESTORATION — Repair cracked plaster walls and ceilings. Installs easier than wallpaper; no need to remove woodworking. Stops air infiltration and creates a vapor barrier. Free video. Specification Chemicals.


710. HAND-CRAFTED BY VERMONT COPPERSMITHS — Finials, weather vanes, vented ridge, ridge cresting, leader boxes, cupolas, and roof vents. Custom orders are also welcome. Catalog, $3.25. Vulcan Supply Corp.

73. GUTTER PRODUCTS — Offering copper and aluminum half-round gutters with accessories; copper and aluminum bay window strip miters; copper-colored aluminum coils and more. Free literature. Commercial Gutter Systems.

74. CAPSTONE SHINGLES — The only premium shingles with slate-like looks and dimensionality. Offered in 2 colors. Free brochure. Elk Corporation.

753. EFFICIENT ZONE HEATER — The equator infra-red heater is designed for heating bathrooms, kitchens and other small rooms. It is powered by LP or natural gas. Free literature. Rinnai America Corp.


806. ANTIQUE STOVES — We deal in wood, gas & coal Kitchen & Heating ranges. Our specialty is from circa 1700 - 1930's. We sell restored stoves for all rooms of your home. Free literature. Good Time Stove Co.


Decorative Materials

We Can Solve Your Paint Removal Problems!

The Most Effective, Efficient and Ecologically Safe Paint Stripping System Available Today for Cracking and Peeling Paint on Shingles and Clapboards

- Strips one square foot of paint in 15 seconds,
- Retrieves stripped debris into vacuum systems. Can also be used for lead paint removal,
- Eliminates the need for chemicals, sandblasting or heat removal.

Paint Shaver with Dust Collector Accessory

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL TOOL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1140 Reservoir Ave. Suite L01
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920
(401) 942-7855
1-800-932-5872

Quartersawn Clapboard Siding and Building Materials including Wide Pine and Hardwood Flooring

Quartersawing produces a vertical grain clapboard.
- Twists and warps less
- Wears more evenly
- Bonds paint and stain better

Also featuring,

Olympic Machinecoat™ Exterior Pre-Finish for all types of siding.
Allows finishing prior to installation with 15 year warranty:
- Crack, peel and Flake Resistant
- Washable without damaging finish
- Non-Yellowing

Granville Manufacturing Company, Inc. • Established 1857
Granville, Vermont 05747
Call or write for free brochure
TEL: 802-757-4747 FAX: 802-767-3107
E-Mail: woodsiding@madriver.com WEB SITE: www.woodsiding.com
Enjoy Soapstone Warmth

Soapstone is nature’s most beautiful, durable, and efficient stove material. Soapstone absorbs twice as much heat as metal – and releases it steadily and evenly, long after the fire has died. The heat is gentle, even, and soul-satisfying. Our high-efficiency stoves combine the comfort of day-and-night warmth of soapstone with the grace and beauty of fine furniture.

FREE CATALOG & VIDEO

Name ____________________________ 
City/State/Zip ______________________ 
Day Phone (_____) ____________________

American Soapstone Co., Inc. 
66 Arpah Rd., Dept. 995, W. Lebanon, NH 03784

For Fastest Service, Please Call 1-800-866-4344


37. COUNTY CURTAINS — Over 100 curtain styles and fabrics to choose from, including lots of lace! More lengths and widths than you'll find almost anywhere, all ready-made & conveniently available. Free 68-page color catalog. Country Curtains.


58. LACE CURTAINS — Create a gorgeous window treatment instantly with our exquisite heavy quality European lace with rings. Ready-made valances, swags and tiers in fine-gauge lace. Free brochure. Especially Lace.

69. CUOPOLAS & WEATHERVANES — Over 600 models from which to choose. Fully assembled or do-it-yourself kits. Catalog, $3.25. Colonial Cupolas.


56. DECORATIVE CEILING TILES — Polymer ceiling tiles resemble tin ceilings. Tiles are made for nail-up or suspended grid systems. Fire-rated materials and colors available. Several patterns to choose from. Free literature. Snelling’s Thermo-Vac, Inc.
Hardware Restoration
Brass, Bronze, Nickel, Pewter

We are specialists in the restoration of antique metal hardware including doorknobs, backplates, hinges, window pulls and locks, lighting fixtures, and other decorative pieces.

Ward Quartersawn Clapboard

Over 100 years of continuous operation by the Ward family. Quartersawing produces a vertical grain which eliminates warping and accepts paint and stain easily for extended life and beauty. Spruce and pine. Widths from 4-1/2" to 6-1/2". Pre-staining available.

"The clapboards were blemish-free, beautiful, even in a whole truck load. It was one of the few times we've bought something, not having seen it, and everything worked out well." — Dan Crowley, contractor, Yarmouth, Maine

Ward Clapboard Mill
P.O. Box 1030
Moretown, VT 05673
(802) 496-3581
FAX 802-496-3294

Patten, Maine
(207) 528-2933

Everyday Architecture of the Mid-Atlantic
Looking at Buildings and Landscapes
Gabrielle M. Lanier and Bernard L. Herman

This pioneering field guide to the mid-Atlantic region's historic vernacular architecture describes the remarkably diverse building traditions that have overlapped and influenced one another for generations. With more than 300 illustrations and photographs, Everyday Architecture of the Mid-Atlantic explores the character of pre-1940 domestic and agricultural buildings in the towns and rural landscapes of southern New Jersey, Delaware, and coastal Maryland and Virginia. The authors examine the "layers" of a structure's past to show how it has changed over time and to reveal telling details about its occupants. The book provides architectural information as well as a working methodology for anyone wanting to explore and learn from traditional architecture and landscapes.

392 pages, 344 illustrations, $29.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Hampden Station, Baltimore, MD 21211
1-800-537-5487 • http://jhupress.jhu.edu/home.html
EMPIORIUM Products Network (cont.)


894. SHUTTERS — Western red cedar shutters, over 18 styles to choose from, including raised panel, louver, & recessed panel designs. Selection of authentic hardware & in-house painting services. $2.25 color catalog. Timberlane Woodcrafters, Inc.

Finishes & Tools

31. ROTTED WOOD RESTORATION — 2-part epoxy system restores rotted wood so you can save historically significant and hard-to-duplicate pieces. Free brochure. Abatron, Inc.

33. PHENOSIL — Premium line of safe, easy to use adhesives, sealants & waterproofing. Products are rugged, flexible, mildew & water resistant, non-toxic, non-flammable & offer great adhesion to a wide variety of surfaces. Free literature. Gloucester Co.

50. STOP WOOD DECAY — Impel rods are solid glass like rods that are inserted into drilled holes. They dissolve and diffuse through damp wood, poisoning the wood as a food source for wood destroying organisms. Free literature. Wood Care Systems.

54. T-N-T DEMOLITION TOOL — The T-N-T tool is four tools in one. Ax, sledge hammer, d-handle hook and dry tool. Saves time & space for tearing out wood, brick, drywall and other construction material. Free literature. T-N-T Tools, Inc.

531. HARDWARE — Manufacturing of 20 different patterns of cut nails for restoration work. A large line of hand tools and Colonial hardware is offered. Free literature. Tremont Nail Company.


595. ROCK HARD PUTTY — Ideal for repairing walls, woodwork, and plaster. It can be sawed, chiseled, polished, colored, and molded. Free literature. Donald Durham Company.

641. PAINT SHAPER — This patented ecologically-safe power tool strips paint from shingles and clapboards. The dust collector allows encapsulation of debris for retrieval. Free literature. American International Tool Industries.


672. OLD-FASHIONED APPLIANCES — Victorian style cook stoves, gas refrigerators, slater’s and blacksmith’s tools. Hundreds of 19th-century items you thought they quit making decades ago. Catalog. $2.25. Lehman Hardware.

702. WATER BASE METALLIC COATINGS — Copper, brass, bronze, mauer and silver finishes include green, blue, burgundy and black. They can be applied to metal paints and solid metals. Free literature. Patina Finishes & Copper Coats, Inc.

728. REPRODUCTION COLORS — Authentic reproductions of 18 and 19 century architecture. For most exterior and interior surfaces, as well as furniture and decorative painting. Literature, $3.25. Primrose Distributing.

744. POWER TOOLS — Manufacturing and marketer of a full line of cordless power tools, plus accessories for do-it-yourself, professional and industrial markets. Free literature. S.B. Tool Co.

794. ADHESIVES AND EPOXY — Manufacturer of epoxy and adhesives for use in high-tech applications: semiconductor, electronics, optics, fiber optics, and repair or restoration of valuable artifacts. Free literature. Epoxy Technology, Inc.


940. STAINING-FINISHING — Preparation,
A New Dimension For Older Homes

Since an "Elevette" provides a new dimension of luxury and practical convenience for owners of older homes, today's designers usually provide space in their plans for a residential elevator. It fits easily into restorations or renovations and is tax-deductible when doctor recommended.

For free literature, contact:

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
Dept. 21
PO Box 1557
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1557
Phone 717-234-8065

SPRING COUNTERBALANCES

Struggling with your windows? Replace old pulleys, weights, and ropes for smooth, trouble-free operation.
No need to remove the sash. Send for more information through the Reader's Service section of this issue.

Pullman Mfg. Corp.
PHONE: 716-334-1350 FAX: 716-359-4460

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Department of Architecture
Ball State University
Muncie, IN

TENURE-TRACK POSITION IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND ARCHITECTURE available January 9, 1998.
Applicants are sought who are experienced in the rehabilitation and adaptive use of historic buildings, districts, structures and objects; the analysis of the causes of deterioration in historic properties; and the application of appropriate conservation methods to deteriorated historic properties. Applicants should also be able to teach such specialties within the Master of Science in Historic Preservation degree program as historic preservation technology, preservation design in small towns and neighborhoods, rehabilitation of historic properties, documentation and registration of historic properties, and introduction to historic preservation. In addition, candidates should be able to teach undergraduate preservation courses and rehabilitation/adaptive use design studios in the Bachelor of Architecture programs. Minimum qualifications: master's degree in historic preservation or closely related field by date of appointment; education or practical experience in such specialties within the Master of Science in Historic Preservation degree program as historic preservation technology, preservation design in small towns and neighborhoods, rehabilitation of historic properties, documentation and registration of historic properties, and introduction to historic preservation; and practical experience in such specialties as historic preservation technology, preservation design in small towns and neighborhoods, rehabilitation of historic properties, and introduction to historic preservation. Preferred qualifications: professional degree in architecture; professional license to practice architecture; at least one or more years of college/university teaching experience; at least three of more years of practical experience in the preservation/rehabilitation of historic buildings; recognized achievements with the rehabilitation and conservation of historic buildings and research and publications or exhibitions involving other specialties; experience through domestic or foreign travel with major rehabilitation and building conservation projects in the preservation field and with major projects involving other specialties. Rank and salary dependent on qualifications. Send letter of application, resume, three letters of recommendation and official transcript of highest degree earned to: James A. Glass, Director, Graduate Program in Historic Preservation, Department of Architecture, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306. (Tel. 765-285-1920; Fax 765-285-4765; E-mail: 01ACLASS@bsuvc.bus.edu) Review of applications will begin October 1, 1997, and continue until the position is filled.

Ball State University is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and is strongly and actively committed to diversity within its community.
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ANTIQUE PLUMBING AND LIGHTING SUPPLIES FOR THE ENTIRE HOME

Mae The Antique Plumber carries the best and largest selection of antique plumbing supplies in the world... and other places, too! Our NEW 1996 catalog features 70 pages of plumbing supplies including leg tubs, shower enclosures, high and low tank toilets (including our new pillow toilet), pedestal sinks, and a variety of bathroom parts and accessories. 13 pages of house hardware. In all, 2000 different products are featured in our 96-page full-color catalog.

Forget the rest, we're the best
We will match or beat any advertised price, guaranteed

MAC'S ANTIQUE PLUMBER*
6325 Elvas Ave., Dept. OH-997
Sacramento, CA 95819 800-916-BATH (2284)
916-454-4507 (CA) 916-454-4150 (FAX)
Catalog $6.00 (refundable on first order)

---

EMPIREUM Products Network (cont.)

staining & finishing products including wood bleach; paste grain filler; Jel'd Stain; stainable lacquer; solvent based polyurethane, linseed oil soap & polishes. Free literature. Wood Kote Products, Inc.

Furnishings


57. CLOCK AND FURNITURE KITS—We offer hobbyists, woodworkers and clockmakers a large selection of grandfather clock kits designed for craftspeople of all skill levels. Literature, $1.25. Emperor Clock L.L.C.

211. ANTIQUE FANS—Restoring and selling of antique fans and parts. Offering a large changing inventory. Detailed brochure, $2.25. The Fan Man.

213. BATHROOM ENCLOSURES—The durability of steel with baked enamel finish in decorator colors. More efficient than paint, and keeps drapes, walls, and ceilings clean. Free catalog. ARSCO Manufacturing.


86f. 19TH CENTURY BARNWOOD—We sell barn wood very reasonably and we're the only haxers of 19th century furniturc to use 19th century barn wood. Free full color brochure. Country Road Assoc., Ltd.


Lighting Fixtures


334. CHANDELIER’S & SCONCES—Original designs of all-crystal, using genuine Stass. Solid brass and venetian crystal reproductions of Victorian gas styles (wired). Catalog, $4.00. King’s Chandelier Company.

260. EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING—Hand-made reproduction fixtures include wall sconces, chandeliers, copper lanterns, & hall fixtures. Catalog, $2.25. Gates Moore Lighting.

Metalwork

30. HISTORIC MARKERS—Proclaim your home’s age with a cast bronze or...
Restoration Glass will change your view of history.

Why are architects specifying authentic Restoration Glass? Because it’s imperfect. Each sheet is made by craftsmen, using the original cylinder method. Yet this glass easily meets today’s building codes. And it’s available in two levels of distortion.

Once you’ve seen the difference Restoration Glass makes, no true restoration will look authentic without it.

For details call toll-free 800-221-7379.

In New Jersey: 201-471-1733.

Fax: 201-471-3475.

S.A. Bendheim Co., Inc.

61 Willett Street

Passaic, NJ 07055.

Bendheim

Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments

Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art® Steel Ceilings - a complete, 94-year-old line of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:

- moldings
- balusters
- finials
- marquise
- crescents
- lion heads
- brackets
- urns
- scrolls
- enrichments
- garlands
- conductor heads
- corbels
- capitals
- leaves
- glass pendant frames
- panel ornaments

Over 1300 catalog items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited.

W.F. Norman also produces building cornices, lintels, capitals, window hoods, finials and weathervanes.

W.F. NORMAN CORP.

Complete catalog $2.50 • P.O. Box 323, Nevada, MO 64772 • 800-641-4038 • fax 417-667-3708

NEW!!!!!!! 4 IN 1
DESTRUCTION TOOL
Ax & Sledge hammer
D-handle ceiling, drywall hook & pry tool.

For a FREE brochure call T-N-T TOOLS at 1-800-83-TOOLS(86657)

AUTHENTICITY, CRAFTSMANSHIP, AND THE BEAUTY OF NATURAL WOOD

Acrylic Roof Coating System

Restores, beautifies, repairs and weatherproofs tin roofs. (Also works great on wood, asphalt and other surfaces.) Easily applied, Environmentally safe. Available in many colors. Durable and long lasting.

(800) 553-0523

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BROCHURE!

PRESERVATION PRODUCTS

221 Brooke Street, Media, PA 19063

(610) 566-7470 FAX: (610) 891-0834

502 E. MAIN ST. 

ALBANY, GA 31701

(912) 888-WOOD • (912) 888-3304 • (912) 888-6848 • FAX (912) 888-9414

U.S.A. — WORLDWIDE

AMERICAN CUSTOM MILLWORK, INC.

51. HAND-CRAFTED IRON FENCE — Reproduction antique cast iron fences and gates, cast iron furnishings, and other hard to find items for home or office. Free catalog. Central Exchange.

52. CUSTOMMADE PLAQUES — Historic markers for indoor or outdoor use. Standard solid bronze cast plaques, 7" x 10". Other dimensions & styles available. Free brochure. Erie Landmark.


54. SPRING STAIRS — Magnificent for Victorian settings. The beauty of cast iron, but not the weight. All components, except handrail, are solid castings of high-strength aluminum alloy. Free color brochure. The Iron Shop.

55. GRILLES & REGISTERS — Manufacturers of a complete line of elegant cast-brass and traditional cast-iron decorative grilles and registers. Color catalog, $1.25. Reggio Register Company.


58. CUSTOM HARDWOOD MILLWORK — Pediments, pilasters, fixed sash windows, doors, sidelights, transoms, segmented head windows. Free literature. Rails & Stiles.


60. PLASTER ORNAMENT — Restoration and reproduction with fiber-reinforced plaster. Complete catalog of 1500 items, $10.25. Fischer & Jiouch.


62. CUSTOM TURNINGS — Newel posts, porch posts, column bases, fluting, spiral rope twists, and more. Catalog, $5.75. Custom Wood Turnings.


66. MASTERMOLD FLEXIBLE MOLD-MAKING COMPOUND — MasterMold 12-3 makes tough, flexible molds in 1 easy application. Ideal for vertical and overhead surfaces. Excellent for deep undercuts and fine details. Free literature. Abatron, Inc.
Authentic Colonial Woodworking

Windows, Doors and Entryways
Old Glass, Moldings
Raised Panel Walls

Brochure $2.25
Maurer & Shepherd Joiners Inc.
122 Naubuc Avenue
Glastonbury, CT 06033
(203) 633-2383

“I sell barnwood very reasonably. Call me for a price quote.”
Joe Rizzo, Proprietor - Country Road Associates, LTD.

• Flooring in rare chestnut, wide-board pine, oak, & heart pine
• All wood in natural state, with trimmed ends
  (can be thickness planed and tongue & grooved)
• Random widths from 3” to 20”
• Weathered barnsiding in different natural colors: classic red, gray, silver gray, and brown.
• Large Quantities available • Deliveries throughout the USA

AUTHENTIC 19th C. HAND Hewn BEAMS UP TO 13” WIDE, RANDOM LENGTHS
COUNTRY ROAD ASSOCIATES, LTD.,
P.O. Box 885, Millbrook, NY 12545
914-677-6041 Fax: 914-677-6532

PLEASE VISIT OUR NEW SHOP ON FRANKLIN AVENUE.
OPEN THURS - SUN 10-4 OR BY APPOINTMENT

New Houses That Look Old!

The Parkersville Collection, award
winning designs from a National
Historic District, has been featured in Better
Homes & Gardens and Builder Magazine.
It has received the prestigious Design for
Better Living Award from the American
Wood Council and a Design Merit Award
from the American Institute of Architects.
Traditionally styled, comfortable floor plans range from 1260 to 3760 square feet.
ALAN architecturally drafted, builder tested,
construction drawings are available. Write
or call for our 36 page booklet for just $5.00.
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
The Parkersville Collection
P.O. Box 4633
Whitefish, MT 59937
(800) 383-2677

The Detail Sander for All Your Restoration Jobs.
Fein Triangle Sander
Sand, Scrape and Saw All with One Tool.

• Sand Corners and Tight Places.
• Scrape Off Old Wallpaper and Paint.
• Make Intricate Plunge Cuts in Wood,
Fiberglass, Sheet Metal.

CALL (800) 441-9878 FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE

Fein Power Tools, Inc.
3019 West Carson St., Pittsburgh, PA 15204
(412) 331-2325 Fax (412) 331-3599
pedestal sinks, old-fashioned bathtub showers, and fixtures. Free mail-order catalog, Antique Hardware Store.

82. HARDWARE PLUS — Truly a unique store, with over 1,000 pieces of house and furniture hardware, plumbing fittings, wood trims and moldings, wallcoverings, tin ceilings, miscellaneous parts & more. Free 56-page catalogue, Elliott's Hardware Plus.

110. BATHROOM FIXTURES — A wide variety of antique and reproduction plumbing, tubs, porcelain faucets and handles, pedestal sinks, high-tank toilets, and shower enclosures. 96-page color catalog, $6.25. Mac The Antique Plumber.

302. RESTORATION HARDWARE — Over 1,000 different brass items for houses and furniture. Plumbing, lighting, wall and ceiling coverings, fittings, and more. Free literature, Nostalgic Warehouse.

397. HARD-TO-FIND HARDWARE — From the 16th century through the 1970s; using brass, iron, pewter, and crystal. Our catalog includes 34 pages of informative text and 372 pages of high-quality restoration hardware, $6.75. Crown City Hardware.

578. FIXTURES & ACCESSORIES — Bathroom fixtures and accessories including door, window, and cabinet hardware. Lighting fixtures. Free catalog, Renovator's Supply.


776. SOAPSTONE — Manufacturers of soapstone sinks, countertops, vanity tops, fireplaces, and other architectural fixtures. Free brochure, Vermont Soapstone.

888. FORGED-IRON BUILDER'S HARDWARE — Acorn's catalogs illustrate reproduction heart, spacers and back designs as found in early American architecture. Warwick Iron represents the Elizabethan period and Adobe. Catalog, $5.50. Acorn Manufacturing.


5. PIGEON CONTROL — Get rid of pigeons and other birds with inconspicuous stainless steel needles that eliminate roosting places without harming your building. Free brochure. Nixalite of America.

35. PLASTER WASHERS — These inexpensive washers can rescue loose ceilings and walls. Starter packet of 3 dozen washers with instructions, $4.75. Charles Street Supply.

38. CHIMNEY LINERS — Ventinox continuously welded liner connects chimney top to heat source without joints or breaks. Reduces condensation, increases heating efficiency, improves safety. Free catalog, ProTech Systems, Inc.


942. DESIGN PORTFOLIO — Full-page drawings with descriptions of custom crafted traditional kitchens, and a color brochure featuring on-location photographs of Kenebec kitchens, $10.25. The Kenebec Company.

EMPIORIUM Products Network (continued)


716. PRESERVATION & RESTORATION — Acrylic Max Tin Roof restoration systems is high performance acrylic technology assuring years of waterproof protection. Free catalog. Preservation Products.


825. DESIGNS & DRAWINGS — New houses that look old. 36-page booklet showcases award winning designs from a National Historic District. AIA architecturally designed, builder-tested, construction drawings available. Catalog, $14.25. The Parkersville Collection.

863. END BIRD POLLUTION — Bird control "Xperits" for over 30 years. Full line of bird and pest repelling products: sonic and ultrasonic units, visual scare devices, physical exclusions, non-toxic chemicals and NEW SPIKES. Free literature. Bird-X.

868. PROFILE SANDER — It sand out hard-to-reach corners of your work. But it also gets out of corners, over curves and through grooves. Faster and easier than ever. Free brochure. Porter Cable.

881. ANTIQUE ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS — One of the largest stock architectural elements including: mantels, stained and leaded windows, doors, hardware, yard and garden, maple, vintage lighting, etc. Free catalog. Architectural Antiques.


LITERATURE REQUEST FORM

Circle the numbers of the items you want, and enclose $5 for processing. We will forward your request to the appropriate companies. They will mail the literature directly to you . . . which should arrive 30 to 60 days from receipt of your request. Price of literature, if any, follows the number. Your check, including the $5 processing fee, should be made out to Old-House Journal.
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Mail to: Old-House Journal, Products Network, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930

This card must be mailed before February 28, 1998.
HOME SAVER
CHIMNEY LINERS
FOR RESTORING GREAT OLD CHIMNEYS ON GREAT OLD HOMES
New life for gas, oil, and woodburning chimneys. Our UL Listed, flexible, stainless steel liners are unsurpassed in strength and protection. Call or write for a FREE brochure and the name of an installer in your area. (800) 437-6685.
HomeSaver Chimney Liners • P.O. Box 664, Fairfield, IA 52556 • www.homesaver.com

HANDCRAFTED
To The Drip On The Tapered Candles

Early American Lighting since 1938; chandeliers, copper lanterns, and wall sconces.
Knowledgeable collectors, Restorations and Museums have been buying our fine fixtures for over 30 years. A list is available on request. $2.00 for catalog.

GATES MOORE
River Road, Dept OHJ
Silvermine Norwalk, Conn.
06850 • Tel. (203) 847-3231

“T’ll have Your Order Ready In One Week”
When you need a cast bronze national register plaque you want fast delivery. Not a six week run-a-round. At Healy Brothers Foundry, fast delivery is our standard delivery on every order.
Call today... 800-626-3229 ask for me, Deanna, your personal Historic Preservation Specialist. I'll answer all your questions on design and installation.

FREE catalog, price quotes, historical society discounts, custom logos, and FAST-FAX artwork approval.

Add elegance to any room
SEND $1 FOR A BROCHURE
CHELSEA
DECORATIVE METAL CO.
8603 MOONLIGHT DR., DEPT OH1
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77096
713/721-9200
FAX 713/776-8661
http://thetinman.com

Electric Fans from the 1890s to 1990s
SALES • RESTORATIONS • PARTS • RENTALS
THE FAN MAN • 1914 ABRAMS PARKWAY • DALLAS, TX. 75214 • (214)826-7700
SEND $2 FOR BROCHURE
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Beautifully handcrafted hardwood millwork skillfully designed to your specifications

- Arched Doors
- Elliptical Transoms
- Fluted Columns
- Pediments
- French Windows
- Pilasters

For prompt quotation, contact:

Rails & Stiles
145 Cherokee Trail
Indian Springs, AL 35124
205.967.6675

CUSTOM WOOD TURNINGS

- Hand rail & fittings
- Balusters
- Newel posts
- Porch posts
- Columns
- Fluting
- Spiral rope twist
- Finials
- Furniture parts

No minimum order
Shipment coordination
Send $5.50 for catalog

156 Main St., R.O. Box 338
Ivoryton, CT 06442
(860) 767-3236 Fax (860) 767-3238

CHESTNUT SPECIALISTS, Inc.

Wideboard & Plank Antique Flooring
Remilled From Hand Selected Antique Lumber. Large Inventory of Chestnut, Oak, and Pine.

For Information Call Dave Wasley
860-283-4209

THE ORIGINAL TIN CEILINGS AND WALLS

- 26 Patterns lay-in & nail-up 2x8', 2x4', 2x2'
- Brass, Copper, Chrome-plated
- Steel and Pre-painted white
- Stainless steel for backsplashes
- 13 Cornice styles
- Pre-cut miters
- Send $1 for brochure
- Call for technical assistance

Warming your Hearts and your Home

Nothing serves your warming needs better then our Silent Servant. Our vent-free convection heater warms your home with 7 levels of automatic heat control, energy saving mode, and 24,000 BTUs while our child safety lock, oxygen depletion sensor, and 3 year warranty warms your heart. For a full color brochure call 1-800-621-9419.

Rinnai
1662 Lukken Industrial Drive West
LaGrange, GA. 30240

MANUFACTURER'S PRICES

Elegance You Can Afford
FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Direct from King's, the Designers and Makers.

$4.00 for illustrated catalog (1st class mail)
of our all-crystal chandeliers; our genuine SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished brass and crystal (wired) Victorian gas reproductions. Satisfaction guaranteed.

See us on the internet @ http://www.chandelier.com/

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
910-623-6188
PO Box 687 Dept OHJ987, Eden NC 27289
Authentic soapstone sinks made in the traditional manner for kitchen, bath or greenhouse. Custom-made to your print. Also: Custom cutting of fire places, countertops, and table tops. Call or write for a quotation.
TREMON HT CUT NAILS

Offering the Finest Quality Carbon Steel Cut Nails World-Wide - with 20 Patterns of Industrial & Restoration Nails including:

- Heat-Treated Masonry Nails
- Hot-Dipped Galvanized Common, Boat & Shingle Nails
- Black Wrought-Head Nails

MADE IN U.S.A. SINCE 1819

SAMPLE SETS AVAILABLE FOR $7.25

SEND $1.00 TODAY FOR OUR NAIL AND TOOL CATALOG.

TREMON HT NAIL CO. Box 111, Wareham, MA 02571
The Victoriana Collection

Restoration & Renovation™ is the largest, commercial trade exhibition and conference for professionals who preserve, re-create and maintain traditional buildings, design and craft.

- exteriors
- interiors
- landscapes/gardens
- collections

Merchandise Mart
Chicago, Illinois
October 16-18, 1997

World Trade Center
Boston, Massachusetts
March 12-14, 1998

For more information, contact:
EGI Exhibitions, Inc.
129 Park Street, North Reading, MA 01864 USA
508.664.6455, fax 508.664.5822, e-mail: show@egiexhib.com
Visit our web site at www.egiexhib.com

© Restoration is a registered trademark of EGI Exhibitions, Inc.
™ Restoration & Renovation is a trademark of EGI Exhibitions, Inc.

Sunflower Showerhead Company

6" Diameter
Installs into standard plumbing

For More Information: P.O. Box 4218-J, Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 722-1323 (FAX) 722-1321

Fine Ornamental Iron
Three generations of craftsmen since 1902

- EASY BOLT TOGETHER SYSTEM
- 7 STANDARD STYLES
- CUSTOM DESIGN AND FABRICATION ON REQUEST.

Available in spray painted enamel or powder coat finish

Boyle's Ornamental Iron
4407 State St, Bettendorf, Iowa 52722
(319) 355-3709

EXQUISITE CURTAIN LACE

"Victoria" Ring Lace—Heavy-quality European lace with rings attached for instant window treatment. Available in white or ecru. Machine washable.

12" long ... $21.90 per yard
16" long ... $26.90 per yard
22" long ... $42.90 per yard

To estimate yardage, figure 1 1/2 to 2 times the width of the window. Add $4.50 shipping. Send $4.50 for a catalog of product line. MC/VISA/DISC.

Especially Lace
202 Sth St., Dept. OHI, West Des Moines, IA 50265
515-277-8778
Were they using plastic shower curtains when your house was built?

Don't think so. Be authentic and environmentally correct with our tightly woven 100% cotton dicker shower curtain. It keeps water in the tub (no liner necessary) and it's machine washable. Specify white or natural color; brass or nickel grommets.

Mention this ad when you order by August 31st and receive a FREE 16 oz. bottle of MILDEW STAIN AWAY.

To use VISA/MC/DISCOVER, call (800)323-2811

Or send your check to: Summer Sale
ends Oct. 31
Price $34.95
Regular Price $38.75

21 Winters Lane • Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Fine American Lighting
Real American Value

From Lighting by Hammerworks

Lanterns, Sconces, Chandeliers, and Hand-Forged Hardware

Send $5 for two full color catalogs and discover how you can enjoy the beauty and quality of our Colonial lighting in your home to:

Lighting by Hammerworks
6 Freemont St., Dept. OHH, Worcester, MA 01603, 508-755-3414
18 Main St., Dept. OHH, Meredith, NH 03253-270-7352
http://www.hammerworks.com

GlowCore Radiators
The New GB SERIES "A" GAS BOILER

92% EFFICIENT FEATURES
• Sealed Combustion
• Compact Cabinet
• Shock Proof
• CPVC Vent
• Low NOx

Call today 1-800-676-4546

We are proud to be charter members of the EPA Energy Star Program.

Custom Shutters

Interior and Exterior Wholesale to the Public

2 1/2" Moveable louver, raised panel and fixed louver shutters. Custom finished or unfinished. Complete selection of hardware.

$2.00 brochure

Shutter Depot
1324 N. 157th
GREENVILLE, GA 30022
706 • 672 • 1214
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631 J L Powell & Company, Inc. 91, 111
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344 King's Chandlery Company 108
672 Lehman Hardware 100
8 Lighting by Hardware 109
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130 Mac The Antiques, Inc. 98
151 Maple Grove Restorations 107
199 Martha's Decorative Supply 110
410 Maurice & Shepherd Jewelers 101
535 Memo Lighting & Crafts 94
854 Michigan Hoosier Co. 109
16 Midas Architectural Wood Products 85
541 Miller Electric Company 111
91 Monarch Radiator Exchangers 112
785 Neil Hall Signature Cabinets 94
28 Newbridge Communications 11
65 Newfoundland State, Inc. 73
91 Nova Scotia Antiques 85
92 North American Becker 115
113 North Central Supply 113
908 Northerly Arches Designs 79
102 Nostalgic Hardware 28
8 Old Fashioned Mill Parts Co. 112
99 Old Stove Work 87
80 One Of A Kind 109
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110 Panama Heritage Foundry 109
70 Patina Finishes & Co. 85
112 Period Lighting Fixtures 112
2 Philips Company/Arcitectural Specialties 111
960 Pioneer Millworks 112
112 Porter Cable 5
468 Preservation Products 97
726 Primrose Distributing 87
739 Princeton Plains Press 76
510 ProTech Systems, Inc. 79
622 Pullman Manufacturing Corp. 97
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410 Rejuvenation Lamp & Fixtures 102
575 Revolving Door Supply 97
108 Restoration 97" 108
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111 Roy Electric Company 100
95 84 B. Tools 15
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7 Schooner Debatter 109
509 Shuttercraft 112
30 South-Cornell Impressions 106
758 Swank's Thermo-Vac, Inc. 95
95 Specification Chemicals 88
122 Stewart Iron Works Company 107
779 Still Company 101
111 Sunflower Shower Company 108
184 Sylvan Brandt 90
94 T-N-T Tools, Inc. 99
825 The Parker Company 101
891 Timbersale Woodcrafters Inc. 95
109 Touchstone, Inc. 109
511 Trenton Nail Company 107
824 Uncle John's Gingerbread House 71
81 Van Pikers 113
658 Vermont Soapstone 106
925 Victorian Lighting, Inc. 95
8 Victorian Lighting Works 75
4 Victorian Millwork, Inc. 114
93 Victorian East 112
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750 Vulcan Supply Corporation 71
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914 Wainscots 111
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59 Wood Care Systems 76
79 Wood Factory, The 112
940 Wood Kote Products, Inc. 84
813 Woodhouse, Inc. 80
9 Woodbeck Supply Company 94
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Advertising Sales Office
2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930
(800) 376-9131
Becky Bernie, National Sales Manager
Baldwin
Lexington Design mortise lock handleset with knob and oval plate trim inside - polished brass with new BALDWIN Lifetime Finish $295.00 plus shipping cost. Miss. residents add 7% tax. VISA and MasterCard accepted.

Call toll-free 800-821-2760
Ask for the Hardware Department

ADDISON HARDWARE CO.
126 E. Amite St., P.O. Box 102, Jackson, MS 39205

Pioneer Millworks
Antique Heart Pine & Fir Flooring From Reclaimed Timbers
Timbers Barn Siding Barn Beams Board Stock Custom Millwork

1755 Pioneer Rd. Shortsville, NY 800-951-9663

Cupolas and Weather Vanes
Authentic reproductions of historic cupolas and weather vanes for your home, garage or barn. Choose from 517 stock models for Colonial, Victorian, Cape Cod, Farm or Traditional Homes. Fully assembled or do-it-yourself cupola kits from $85.00. Weather vanes from $39.00. Easily installed. Send $3.00 for color brochure and price information.

Makes Great Gifts!
Colonial Cupolas Inc.
Dept. OHJ PO Box 38 Haslett, MI 48840

Cast Iron Yard Bells
"Call em in for dinner"
15" in Diameter $95 + UPS
Phone Orders (with credit card):
517-592-9030

Brosamer's Bells
207 Irwin St.
Brooklyn, MI 49230

Early American Lighting
Authentic handmade reproductions, faithful in every detail to the originals. Many in famous museum collections.

Period Lighting Fixtures, Inc.
167 River Rd. Box 4097, Clarksburg, MA 01247
1-800-829-6990 Catalog $5.

Maple Grove Restorations
Interior Raised Panel Shutters
Raised Panel Walls

Wainscoting
P.O. Box 9194 Bolton, CT 06043-9194
(860) 742-5432
Color Brochure: $2.00

Interior Raised Panel Shutters
Raised Panel Walls
Walnscoitin
P.O. box 9194 Bloxton, CT 06045-9194
(860) 742-5432
Color Brochure: $2.00

Monarch
Dept OHJ
2744 Arkansas Drive, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234
(201) 796-4117

Pioneer Genuf
Genuine Milk Paint

Milk Paint
Authentic Colonial and Shaker Finish

16 colors include: Barn Red, Salem Red, Pumpkin, Marigold Yellow, Mustard, Buttermilk, Bayberry Green, Tavern Green, Lexington Green, Sea Green, Federal Blue, Soldier Blue, slate, Pitch Black, Oyster White, Snow White. See your local dealer. Trial pint, only $8.00, plus $4.00 shipping & handling.

The Old Fashioned Milk Paint Company
Dept. OHJ PO Box 222, Groton, MA 01450-6222
Telephone (508) 448-6336 Fax (508) 448-2754

Pioneer Genuf
Genuine Milk Paint

Authentic handnude reproductions. Built with utmost in every detail to the originals. Made in every size for your unique door, or in standard sizes for a collection. Easy to install.

Shuttercraft
282 Stepstone Hill
Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-1973

Brosamer's Bells
207 Irwin St.
Brooklyn, MI 49230

Cast Iron Yard Bells
"Call em in for dinner"
15" in Diameter $95 + UPS
Phone Orders (with credit card):
517-592-9030

Brosamer's Bells
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Brooklyn, MI 49230

Early American Lighting
Authentic handmade reproductions, faithful in every detail to the originals. Many in famous museum collections.

Period Lighting Fixtures, Inc.
167 River Rd. Box 4097, Clarksburg, MA 01247
1-800-829-6990 Catalog $5.
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1-800-829-6990 Catalog $5.
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15" in Diameter $95 + UPS
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207 Irwin St.
Brooklyn, MI 49230

Early American Lighting
Authentic handmade reproductions, faithful in every detail to the originals. Many in famous museum collections.

Period Lighting Fixtures, Inc.
167 River Rd. Box 4097, Clarksburg, MA 01247
1-800-829-6990 Catalog $5.

Cupolas and Weather Vanes
Authentic reproductions of historic cupolas and weather vanes for your home, garage or barn. Choose from 517 stock models for Colonial, Victorian, Cape Cod, Farm or Traditional Homes. Fully assembled or do-it-yourself cupola kits from $85.00. Weather vanes from $39.00. Easily installed. Send $3.00 for color brochure and price information.

Makes Great Gifts!
Colonial Cupolas Inc.
Dept. OHJ PO Box 38 Haslett, MI 48840

Cast Iron Yard Bells
"Call em in for dinner"
15" in Diameter $95 + UPS
Phone Orders (with credit card):
517-592-9030

Brosamer's Bells
207 Irwin St.
Brooklyn, MI 49230

Early American Lighting
Authentic handmade reproductions, faithful in every detail to the originals. Many in famous museum collections.

Period Lighting Fixtures, Inc.
167 River Rd. Box 4097, Clarksburg, MA 01247
1-800-829-6990 Catalog $5.
Antique Victorian Lighting
One of New England's Largest Selections of Kerosene, Gas & Early Electric Lighting
Watertower Pines
Route 1 South
Kennebunk, Maine
207-985-8686

slate & tile roofing materials
NEW & VINTAGE
Looking for that special finishing touch for new construction or a restoration project? We carry a wide variety of patterns & colors in new & vintage slate, clay tile, & others... Call us whether you need 5 Slates for a repair or 50 squares of Tile for a roof renovation.

North American Böcker
Roofing & Construction Equipment Co.
315 Capital Blvd.
Raleigh, NC 27603-1313
(888) ROCKER-1
(800) 624-8076
Complete catalogue Free

North American Böcker
Roofing, Sheetmetal and Slate Tools for the Restoration Market
• Comprehensive line of Quality European hand tools for the roofing, sheetmetal and slate industry
• LP-gas-fired soldering tools
• Roof jacks

The Brickyard
P.O. Box A
Harrisonville, MO 64701
816-366-3666
Ask for Kevin

Build With Pieces of History
Now available in very limited quantities: Authentic decades-old unused clinker brick. Due to changes in brick manufacture, these are gone there won't be any more. Write for free literature or send $10.00 for price list, color photos and sample brick. Also available--wre cut solid brick.

Early New England Stencils
Enhance your home with historically accurate wall and floor stenciling. We offer over 200 patterns in our three catalogues: Vermont Border Stencils, The Moses Eaton Collection, and Floor Patterns of New England. Each catalogue is $4, or all 3 for $10 – refunded with your order. Catalogues and orders mailed immediately.

Van Dyke's Restorers
Supplies for woodworkers and antique restorers!
• Ironing glass
• Curved & bubble glass
• Roll top accessories
• Hoosier accessories
• Carvings & moldings
• Furniture components
• Over 1,000 Brass, Glass & Wooden Hardware Items
• Much, Much More

FINIALS
Distinctive wood finials in classic profiles
Custom services available
Send $1.00 for a brochure

Boston Turning Works
617 482-9085 phone
617 482-0415 fax
42 Plympton Street, Boston MA 02118
Two full storeys were lopped off the top of this ca. 1885 building, including a steeply pitched roof with a cross gable and tower.

Buzz Cut

IF BUILDERS CUT LIKE BARBERS, WE'D KNOW WHY ONE TOOK MORE THAN "A LITTLE OFF THE TOP" OF THIS brick house in southeastern Pennsylvania. When it was built as a residence in the 1880s, it sported a full head of healthy "hair," including a cross gable, bracketed cornices, decorative cresting, and an unusual tower, shown in a 1936 picture postcard (below, right). The house kept its trim until 1964, when the second and third floors were sheared off, tower and all. Gee, just when the slick greasy-kid-stuff look was going out of style!

They say you don't really lose hair as you age, that it just moves south. Maybe there's some truth in that—in which case, a two-storey pompadour has sprung up somewhere below the Mason-Dixon line.

All that's left here is a bald, single-storey flat top.

Thanks to Kerry, Melissa, and Hillary Glenn of Columbia, Pennsylvania, for sending these photos.

The house as an American Legion Hall in the 1930s, before it fell prey to "barberism."

WIN FAME AND $50. If you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color slides. We'll award you $50 if your photos are selected. The message is more dramatic if you send along a picture of a similar unremuddled building. (Original photography only, please; no clippings.)

Remuddling Editor, Old-House Journal, 2 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930.
You can enjoy the look of period pieces and the quality of modern construction—at prices that hearken back to “the good old days”. You’ll find unique kitchen appliances and an array of other goods in our catalog that will lend your home an incredibly distinctive sense of style that’s thoroughly modern.

We can outfit your home from basement to attic with furnishings, fixtures and appliances that are functional, beautiful and finely crafted. To bring your home up-to-date, take a trip back in time with our comprehensive home & hardware catalog. Call 1-800-422-9982 ext. 3009 for your FREE catalog today!
Framed of cypress and thatched with palmetto fronds, the Chikee was home to Native Americans well into the 20th century.

Native American Chikees of Florida

In the mid-19th century, displaced Native Americans quickly adapted the cypress and palmetto of south and central Florida into a house type easily camouflaged by the swampy terrain. These survivors of the U.S. Government's Wars of Removal (who became the Seminole and Miccosukee tribes) called their new design a Chiki, or Chikee, a Seminole word meaning “dwelling.”

An open-air hut with a thatched roof, the Chikee was built in family compounds of four to 20 structures. Those used for sleeping were low-eaved dwellings the size of a small room. Posts of pine, sabal palm, or cypress were set 2' or 3' deep, usually in a rectangular pattern, with cross members connecting the uprights and bracing at the corner posts. The roof was framed with saplings of the same species used for the posts, then thatched with palmetto fronds, folded in half and lashed to the frame. Cross logs were laid across layers of thatch at the ridge to secure the roof. Inside, a raised sleeping, eating, and storage platform, 3' high, protected residents from flood tides and incursions by snakes, alligators, and insects.

An ideal structure for a wet, subtropical climate, the Chikee is still built and used as an adjunct to (or replacement for) more conventional homes. While modern Chikees are the same in essentials, nails have replaced palm-frond or bark ties for framing and thatching. Raised floors are more likely to be made of sawn boards than split palmetto or cypress logs, and roof ridges are usually capped by a protective layer of tarpaper or tin. Today's Chikees are often equipped with modern amenities, as evidenced by power lines, television antennas, and stovetops. One northern Florida adaptation is round and finished with plywood walls.

—Angus Heard-Hughes
Gainesville, Florida